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Preface
For a year this thesis has captivated my attention, fascination,
affliction, hours and joy. I was lucky Ingrid and ARA Zambeze,
in special Germain, gave to me the opportunity to go to
Mozambique to conduct this research. I very much enjoyed
the case study in Tete, Mozambique conducted with Rosanne
Vlaar, together we were able to yield a lot of information
but it also provided long-term memories of laughter and
lessons. This research is about how the urban metabolism of
informal settlements in Africa can be improved. Since 2014,
when I made a trip through East-Africa it has been my wish
to conduct research on this topic, and I am pleased to present
you the results in this report.
There are many people I would like to thank for their
continuous support. First of all I would like to thank Ingrid
Duchhart and Pieter W. Germeraad, for providing guidance,
support and critical notes during the process. Both having
experience in landscape architecture in developing countries
on topics like sustainable development and informal
settlements, I doubt if there were better candidates as
supervisors for my research-topic. I feel they have a positive
and engaged attitude towards upgrading public spaces in
developing countries and know how to make things work on
the ground.
A big thanks goes out to Germain and other collegues at ARA
Zambeze. Germain’s help was essential for our stay in Tete,
supporting us on many facets during our research. At ARA
Zambeze, we felt very supported and I very much enjoyed
sharing thoughts. I would like to thank Macaringue, Magú,
Claudio, Lucio and other collegues at ARA Zambeze for all
fieldwalks and discussions and their enthusiasm for their jobs.
I also want to thank Rosanne, friend and colleague, with
whom I shared a lot of thoughts on the subject. We had many
fruitful conversations that put me back on track and improved
the quality of this report.
Furthermore, I want to thank all friends and family that
supported me throughout the process. They helped me to
order my thoughts and review my work in the final moments
to put the dots on the i’s and cross the t’s.
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Abstract
The urban population of sub-Saharan Africa is expected to
double over the next two decades. Municipalities do not have
the (monetary) capacity to provide cheap accommodation,
which results in informal settlements. Often, these districts
lack basic infrastructure like sewage and proper waste
collection. Insight was gained on the landscape systems
and urban metabolism of informal settlement during a case
study in Tete, Mozambique. ARA Zambeze stresses open
waste (water) disposal and defecation leads to pollution
of the Nhartanda valley drinking water aquifer. This thesis
focusus on Muthemba, a district mainly consisting of informal
settlements bordering the Nhartanda Valley.
This thesis aims research and design existing public spaces
of Muthemba, to improve the urban metabolism. In stead
of using conventional planning methods like zoning, design
guidelines from ‘landscape frameworks’ are adopted. The
landscape framework proposed, pursuits to connect different
public space typologies to facilitate flows and nodes of urban
resources. It is not a masterplan, but it consist of tools, that
were gathered from three typical public space designs. The
public space typologies (stream, open space and roads) were
distinguished during a landscape analysis. The input for
the designs was gathered from literature review, document
study, reference study and case study. All proposed landscape
interventions, like retaining walls, sand dams, cobblestone
pavement, basin irrigation for trees and more are gathered in
a toolset. The tools are essential to increase responsibility for
public spaces and discourage polluting activities. Also waste
collection nodes like public toilets and constructed wetlands
are integrated, improving the ubrna metabolism. Trees that
make use of waste water, mark the public spaces in the
landscape framework and protect it against informal buildings
in the future.
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Introduction
Informal settlements in sub-Saharan-Africa
The demand for urban planners and designers is big in
cities that grow in residents and economic welfare. But
what happens if cities grow faster than the (monetary)
capacity to handle urbanisation? More than 90% of the
total urban growth is occurring in the developing world.
Most striking is the urbanisation rate in Africa (fig 2), where
the urban population is expected to double over the next
two decades (UN-Habitat, 2013; Watson, 2009). Significant
industrialization, as observed in most Asian countries, was
absent (Cohen, 2004).

All cities are the product of formal and informal processes.
Medieval settlements in European city centres are the oldest
form of informal settlements (Dovey & King, 2011). Today,
those areas are associated with excellent proportions,
diversity of public spaces and unity in building techniques and
materials. Naturally, much can be done to improve informal
settlements in Africa in social, economical and ecological
terms. Urban planners, managers, and landscape architects
need to be creative and sensitive to the dynamics of the
‘informal’ land-use systems and pose adaptive but resilient
designs to support them (Görgens & Denoon-Stevens, 2013).

The main reasons for an increase of the urban population are
1) high birth rates and 2) rural-urban migration (Adebayo,
2012). Motives for rural-urban migration are in general: city
dwellers earn more; have better access to education, health
and a social network. (Wu, 2002) Furthermore, Barrios et al
argue in sub-saharan Africa agriculture is still dependent on
rainfall, and rain fall variations are affected by climate change.
Extreme weather conditions lead to the economic deficiency
of agricultural practices and to urban migration.

Case study in Tete, Mozambique
In this thesis informal settlements in Tete, Mozambique are
used as a case study. Last years Tete has attracted many
migrants as a result of growing coal mining businesses
close to Tete. Consequently, the public spaces in informal
settlements studied in this thesis (called Muthemba) are
declining in size and quality. Also, waste water, solid waste
and open defecation originating from Muthemba are polluting
the drinking water resources of the Nhartanta valley. The
municipality and ARA Zambeze have plans to construct a
treatment plant for faecal sludge close to an existing landfill
area 10 km from Muthemba. The three previously mentioned
areas, Muthemba, Nhartanda and treatment site have the
potential to facilitate circular flows of water, nutrients and
material resources (urban metabolism).

The inner circles in figure 1 illustrate the amount of
people living in urban areas per country in Africa. In red,
the proportion of people living in informal settlements
is indicated. In 2050, approximately 62 % of the African
population will live in informal settlements (UN-Habitat,
2010, 2013, 2015). To get the numbers straight: This involves
1500 million people, in 2010 740 million people were living in
Europe.
Municipalities exceed the capacity to provide affordable
housing to people with low incomes, but “Poor people
need cheap accommodation” (Gilbert, 2007, p. 709). People
often construct houses themselves without asking for legal
permission (Hansen & Vaa, 2004). Those areas are associated
with the word ‘slum’, which are negatively presented in a lot
of magazines and newspapers. In this thesis these houses
are called ‘informal settlements’1. Jenkins (2000, p. 152)
researched the relation between urban management and
poverty in Maputo, to come up with the conclusion that: “in
Mozambique, the informal system works relatively well and
[has in fact] kept the country from more serious social crisis.
The threat is that a simplistic [western] urban management
approach will seriously undermine this.”2

The case study is conducted together with Rosanne Vlaar
(MSc student Landscape architecture) in collaboration with
ARA Zambeze. Rosanne Vlaar focuses on urban agroforestry
in the Nhartanda valley, that has the potential to reduce
pollution of the water aquifer and provide food and fresh
water to inhabitants of Tete. My thesis focuses on the existing
public spaces of Muthemba and how these can improve the
urban metabolism of Muthemba.3
1

The definition of informal settlements, by the OECD (2001)

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development): “areas
where groups of housing units have been constructed and land that
the occupants have no legal claim to, or occupy illegally”.
2

Conventional planning systems such as zoning and cadastral

systems exclude low-income communities, this leads to alienation
and disempowerment of the same communities although often not
intended. (Watson, 2009)
3

Information on the collaboration between Rosanne and me

throughout the process and can be found in Appendix 3, p. 79.
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[fig 1] Urban population living in informal settlements, in millions
(Venture Afrika, 2013)

[fig 2] Predicted population per continent (millions) (Venture Afrika, 2013)
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This chapter provides background
knowledge the social, historical, cultural
and economical systems in Tete,
Mozambique. Which partly provides
an answer to the question ‘ What are
the landscape systems of Tete and
Muthemba?’ (chapter 1.2). Also the current
spatial configuration and urban growth is
elaborated which provides an answer to
the sub-research question: What is the
spatial configuration of Tete and how will
it develop?’ (chapter 1.3 and 1.4). Then,
an overview of the design of the research
is provided giving essential information
on research goal, questions and methods
and relation between research and design,
designated in a research and design
flowchart.
Mozambique is located in Southeast Africa
(fig 1.1).

Tanzania
Malawi

Mozambique

Zambia

Tete
Zimbabwe
Indian Ocean

South Africa

SOUTHEAST AFRICA

[fig 1.1] Location of Mozambique and Tete
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1.1		

ARA Zambeze

and water resources in Tete, Mozambique

[fig 1.2] head office of ARA Zambeze in Tete, Mozambique

The initial request for this research came from ARA Zambeze.
Together with Rosanne Vlaar, the question to be answered was
how public spaces in Tete can be redesigned to increase the
quality of the Nhartanda water aquifer.
ARA Zambeze is the water board of the Zambeze basin
in Mozambique. Water governance to manage the water
resources in Mozambique has a decentralized approach.
Installation of regional water administrations, the ARA’s
(‘Administração Regional de Águas’), is a result of this ARA
Zambeze governs the part of the Zambezi basin that belongs
to the country of Mozambique (ARA Zambeze, 2016). Its
headquarters is located in the city of Tete. The institution
aims to (ARA Zambeze, 2016):
- Rationalize the use of water resources
- Protection and conservation of surface water resources
- Promote construction of large and small dams and water
storage infrastructure
- Reduction of the waste of water by water users, and raising
awareness of the importance of saving this resource
- Charging for the use of water to ensure the protection of
water resources
- Protection of surface and ground water against pollution
In order to assist the organisation with the challenging tasks
they encounter, a collaboration with a Dutch water governance
organisation (De Dommel) as well as monetary funding from the
Dutch ministry concerned has been set up (Water Governance
Centre, 2017).
Nhartanda valley
The Nhartanda is a river arm of the Zambezi river that runs to
the city which most is not flooded. Much of the drinking water
provided to inhabitants of Tete is extracted from the Nhartanda
valley water aquifer.

Zambezi river
The Zambezi drains water from eight countries (Angola,
Botswana, Malawi, Namibia, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe
and Mozambique) to the Indian Ocean. The river is crucial
for food provision (agriculture and fisheries) for 3/4 of the 47
million people living within the Zambezi basin (World Bank,
2015). A rich biodiversity can be found in the riverbanks and
floodplains of the Zambeze. Upstream from Tete the Cahora
Bassa dam produces hydropower for Zimbabwe, South-Africa
and Mozambique.
FIPAG (Fundo de Investimento e Patrimonio do Abastecimento
de Agua (Investment Fund and Water Supply Heritage))
The Mozambiquan Water Act states that water is a public
good, and thus owned and regulated by the state (Boletim
da reública, 1991). FIPAG is a private water company that
provides drinking water to inhabitants in Tete and pays
a certain tariff to ARA Zambeze for extracting ground
water from different aquifers around the city of Tete and
Moatize. Its main source is the aquifer of the Nhartanda
Valley. Inhabitants pay 118 MT per 5m3 per month, this is
approximately what one family would use. FIPAG does not
harvest rain water, since they believe the rainwater recharges
the aquifers and the water is filtered naturally through the
soil (Interview with Alex, boss of the technical department of
FIPAG, Appendix 6, page 249).
Extreme weather conditions in Tete
The average temperature of Tete is 26.5 °C, during the dry season
temperatures can rise to 43 °C with no rain expected. The rainy
season lasts from December untill march. ARA Zambeze has
measured the precipitation from 2011 to 2014 each day. During
the rainy season precipitation is approximately 300 mm per
month. The greatest amount of rainwater measured in one day
is 123 mm on the 6th of February in 2013. (ARA Zambeze, 2016)
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Muthemba
Nhartanda valley

City centre

Zambeze

[fig 1.3] view from the plane of Tete, Zambeze and Nhartanda

“One sees a river 1000 yards wide flowing past a thickly wooded isand of great beauty, and the farther tree-clad river banks.
What one does not see in this harmoniously blended colour scheem, is the detail which would rob it of so much of its
attractiveness - the cracked, bare, red earth ; the smalness of the badly nourished, stunted trees ; the absence of shade ; the
hungriness of the weather-beaten, igneous rock - the absence, in a word, of that exuberance of tropical vegetation which has
lent such grace and charm to the lower courses of the Zambezi.” (Maugham,1910, p. 85)
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1.2		
		

Background information on Tete

from colonial trade centre to coal boomtown

[fig 1.4] view on Tete from North bank around 1910

This section provides a brief understanding of the local
history, culture and socio-economical situation of the
population living in Tete nowadays. The main resources of
information are summed up on page 21 (footnotes).
Colonial trade centre (1531 - 1975)
Bantu-speaking people populated Mozambique around 1000
A.D. Several centuries later, in 1498, the Portuguese arrived.
Tete belonged to the kingdom of Monomotapa, which had
found wealth in gold an ivory. Swahili merchants controlled
the gold mines and ivory trade before the Portuguese
displaced them. In conquering Monomotapa, the Portuguese
established two settlements along the Zambezi, of which
one was Tete, in 1531. In the 16th and 17th century Tete grew
significantly, serving as departure centre for the trade of gold,
coming from the goldfields inland. However, Tete itself was
viewed as a colonial “backwater” having practically no roads
and many men were migrating to find jobs in mining and
farming in South Africa, Rhodesia and the Katanga province
(Fearon & Laitin, 2005; Kirshner & Power, 2015). Maugham,
the consul for Portuguese East Africa, has made a general
description1 of the valley of the Zambezi River, with its
history, agriculture, flora, fauna and ethnography in 1905.
(Maugham, 1910)
Around World War II, 27.000 Europeans were living in

Mozambique; most of them were farming along the Zambezi
valley. In 1970 the battle between Portugal and Frelimo
(Mozambique Liberation Front) guerrillas intensified, both
having support from respectively Western allies and China
and Soviet Union. This led to Mozambican independence on
June 25, 1975 (Kirshner & Power, 2015).
Cahora Bassa dam and Samora Machel bridge(1970s)
The Cahora Bassa dam and Samora Machel bridge have
been important construction-works for the development of
Tete after the 1970s. The Cahora Bassa dam was the largest
development project in Mozambique around that time. The
dam is located near Songo, approximately 150 km upstream
1

In one of the sections Maugham describes Tete (1910, p. 86) “The town itself,

overlooked by the table-topped Carrueira Mountain, covers a large area, but so
scattered are the habitations that here and there small groups of native huts
have sprung up between them, a circumstance which my knowledge of native
habits and customs leads me to believe can scarcely make for sanitation and
health. … The streets are rough, stony, and destitute of sidewalks, the principal
European houses standing on three almost equidistant ridges running parallel
with the river, the hollows between forming the main roads. Several very fine
modern houses have been built of late years, but the more ancient dwellings
are fast falling into disrepair. The latter are of solid stone, with tiles roofs and
wide verandas.“
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from Tete.
The Portuguese established the dam in cooperation with
South-Africa (who held 90 % of the shares) and was finished in
1974, after independence. Opinions on the overarching goal of the
dam differs. Some argue that the establishment of the Cahora Bassa
was mainly meant for the sale of electricity for South African cities
and industries (Eisenloeffel, 1975). However, the Portuguese saw
the dam as a “powerful symbol of patriotic pride and reaffirmation
of Portugal’s commitment to maintaining its African colonies at all
costs” (Kirshner & Power, 2015, p. 71). After independence Samora
Machel, president of Mozambique from 1975-1986, visited the Cahora
Bassa dam (fig 1.6). He hoped the dam would give an economic
impulse to the region and would end the humiliating circumstances
of Mozambican contract workers in South Africa. Isaacman and
Sneddon (2000) claim the dam has significant impact on the river’s
ecosystem and the livelyhoods of people downstream. The Cahora
Bassa dam triggered new investments like new roads (Songo – Tete).
The Samora Machel bridge (fig 1.8) in Tete was build in
1973, which became a crucial link between South Africa, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Malawi and Zambia. The bridge was originally
named Marcello Caetano, which was a Portuguese politician, after
independence the bridge was called Samora Machel suspension
bridge.
Coal boomtown (1980 - now)
In the end of the 20th century, globalisation and economic growth
led to the extraction of resources in developing countries. First
extractions took place mainly in emerging economies in South
America and Asia, but in the 21st century the “readily-accessible
fossil fuels” were diminishing. This led to a search of new resource
peripheries, like Tete (Kirshner & Power, 2015). It is unknown when
coal was first discovered in Tete, but the geological works started
in 1859 by Richard Thornton, who was a geologist on the Zambeze
expedition under David Livingstone (Hatton & Fardell, 2012).
According to one of the mining companies, Vale, the
Moatize coal basin is the largest unexplored coal province in the
world, believed to hold 23 billion metric tonnes of coal (Kirshner
& Power, 2015). Moatize is located 15 km Northwest of Tete. The
remote location of Tete/Moatize and absence of advanced railway
tracks (only a single railway going to Beira) has slowed down the
exploitation of the coal, being key issue and source of frustration
for mining companies (Kirshner & Power, 2015). In 2004 the coal
production in Mozambique decreased to 10 000 t/a, having been 500
000 t/a in the 1980s (Lehto & Gonçalves, 2008).
The remaining Frelimo government still seeks coal mining
and export as a way to modernisation and development, and is
offering incentives and tax breaks to possible investors (Kirshner &
Power, 2015). Some say, the efforts to upgrade “regional transport
systems for coal export recalls earlier spatial patterns from
Mozambique’s colonial period where the country developed into a
series of transport corridors, built for extracting raw materials for
export and creating links with South Africa’s industrialising economy”
(Kirshner & Power, 2015, p. 73).

[fig 1.5] Frelimo-followers during the independence
struggle (Eiseloeffel, 2017)

[fig 1.6] Samora Machel visits Cahora Bassa dam in 1975
(Eiseloeffel, 2017)

[fig 1.7] An open pit mine in Moatize exploited since
1980s (Kable, 2017)

[fig 1.8] Samora Machel bridge in Tete
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Culture
Colonialism and globalization has had significant impact
on local culture dus to the influx of new goods, people,
beliefs, education, money, labour, policies and religions.
Santos however explains: “much of what passes for African
Christianity today is at bottom heavily laced with traditional
African religion” (Marizane, 2016, p. 2)
Tete is named by the Portuguese after ‘Mitete’ which is the
local word for ‘reeds’. The earlier established locals called
the town ‘Nyungwe’ and spoke the ‘Chinyungwe’ language.
The previous section describes Tete had an important role in
the Mutapa Kingdom before, during the colonial time, Tete
became important for labor and mineral routes. Therefor Tete
is a place where many traditions and religions come together.
According to Lourenco, people identify themselves with the
place they are from, “when the author asked: ‘what are you?’
he responded ‘lfe ndife aBoloma ife’ (in chiNyungwe) which
means ‘we are of Boroma’, so his first self-identification was
with a place of origin.” (Marizane, 2016, p. 150) Nyungwe
stems from the Bantu spreaking tribes, who mainly practiced
agriculture (sorghum and millet), iron requiry, goat breeding
and pottery (Urewe). The most common traditional
ceremonies and rituals were “bira (any ancesteral religious
ceremony), bona or kurova guva (for the deceased) and rainmaking ceremonies”. (Marizane, 2016, p. 67)
Social structures and settlements
Egalitarianism was common in Nyungwe culture, social
inequalities are accepted and range from differences in tribeorigin, wealth, gender and age amongst others. Indicators
of this in Nyungwe language are ‘vatorva’ (foreigners) and
‘anyabasa’ (bosses). However, people with status built their
homes on special locations such as hilltops, but they did
not have a very different life style from other people, having
the same housing type and diets. Equity between brothers
and sisters is of importance in the Bantu kinship. Marizane
notes: “If [brothers and sisters] are treated equally, as they
must be, then the brothers of my father are also my fathers
and the sisters of my mother are also my mothers. Their
children become my brothers and sisters. The concepts of
cousin, nephew, niece, step-brother, etc. did not exist.”
(Marizane, 2016, p. 95) Even complete strangers can call one
another siblings, being from the same village or sharing a
common totem. Also dead community members were still
connected and had a vital role in social stability. Appropriate
behaviour, called ‘Hunhu’, was also passed through education;
self-distinction and individual success was opposed to this.
The community had priority over individuals, an expression
of this is found in the typologies of settlements. Originally,
settlements were a collection of huts with no partition
between properties.
The interviews held in Tete during this research,
care for the community was a returning topic. For example,

Myrna and Magù expressed their concerns about people who
are building expensive houses in vulnerable areas in Tete,
for example the floodplains. They argue: “People here believe
that all the water and land should be available for everybody.
The public places you find along the Zambeze are restaurants,
but even though they are public, a lot of the people can not
afford to get a drink there. It is very important for local people
to be able to access the Zambeze for swimming and fishing.
Because in that way they can earn money for food and to
be able to pay the fees of the schools for their children.”
(Fieldwalk with Myrna and Magu, Appendix 6, page 299)
Furthermore people living in informal settlements are heavily
dependent on the community, visiting each other regularly
during the day. They meet them at work, at their properties,
at markets and in church. Flemina and Flora state all of their
family lives in Muthamba, closeby (Appendix 6, page 291 and
294). However, Filipe explains, that nowadays in the city it
becomes to crowded, therefor people have to protect their
properties with fences or hedges, otherwise others will claim
the land (fig 1.10) (Fieldwalk with Filipe, Appendix 6, page
388). This is contradictory to the social-spatial structures
present throughout history in this region, that consisted of a
collection of huts with a common courtyard (fig 1.9).
Cultural-historical perspective on ecology
Thoroughout history nature is an important part of life for
Nyungwe tribes, long droughts were seen as a crime in the

[fig 1.9] settlements in the rural areas of Tete province

[fig 1.10] property-boundaries in informal settlements in Tete
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moral order like murder, incest or failure in rituals. Existing
totems show the interaction between people with land,
mountains, trees, caves, pools, rivers and animals. “Ecological
balance was maintained through taboos.” (Marizane,
2016, p. 70) For example killing someone else’s animals
was concidered eating one’s own family member. African
societies believe that local environment provides all that the
community needs for survival, so education was focussed on
self-sufficiency in local resources and dependence on natural
cycles.
Education and religion
Imitation and coaching were an important tool for aquiring
skills in Nyungue tribes. These skills were thought of not
only to be a result of education or practice, but also subject to
spirits and can also be obtained through charm and magical
brews. Knowledge was passed from generation to generation
through stories, songs, riddles, puzzles and games. Roleplaying had a big role in passing social taboos and codes to
children.
European ideas on education were characterized by
division of labour that exceed the local context. The African
believes on maintaining local resources misfitted the regional
trade networks established by the arabs and colonial rulers
(Marizane, 2016). The colonial rulers thought the African
population was ‘lazy and childlike’ and had to obtain better
education in order to overcome “violence, improvidence,
drink and theft”. (Marizane, 2016, p. 105) Labour was an
essential part of this education system. Also in Boroma, a
church situated 25 km East of Tete, theoretical and practical
skills were taught to the local inhabitants. ‘The Mission
of Saint Jose Boroma’, was established in 1880 (fig 1.11)
(Guimbeau, 2012). Boroma produced 30,563 graduates from
1920 to 1930, being one of the biggest Christian education
centres in Mozambique. The Portuguese called the Africans
who discarded him- or herself from their local identity,
’assimilado’ someone who is ‘assimilated’. The colonizers
norms and values slowly altered the local traditions and
believes. There has been a revival of traditional religion
during the independence-struggle, ultimately leading to
crosspollination of norms and values between the cultures
present.
Nowadays 67 % of the children in Tete province go
to primary school, representing 45.838 boys and girls in 2011,
19.063 (13%) children are attending secondary school (INE,
2011). In urban areas children are better educated than in rural
areas. In comparison with other provinces in Mozambique,
Tete is scoring low in school-attendency (see fig 1.15 on
the next page). Unfortunately many girls drop out of school
in order to work on farms or do other domestic tasks.
Therefor the mean illiteracy rate of women from 15 to 30 is
approximately 20 % opposed to 7 % for men (CMT, 2015a).

[fig 1.11] Mission of Boroma: map

[fig 1.12] Mission of Boroma: school building

[fig 1.13] Mission of Boroma: church
The current socio-economical situation
Mozambique has had “the third fastest growing non-oil
economy in Sub-Saharan Africa from 2004 to 2012” illustrated
in fig 1.14 on the next page (UNICEF, 2014, p. 11). Furthermore,
quality of living has improved significantly due to foreign
investments and rising tax revenues. To give an example,
child mortality has dropped from 200 to 97 per 1000 children
under 5 years from 1997 to 2011. Also, the number of children
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that attends primary school has increased with 45% between
2004 and 2011. (UNICEF, 2014)
As discussed earlier, the coalmines are one of the
economic drivers of Tete province. Tete profits from the
mining business in secondary benefits such as expensive
hotels, restaurants and shops but they mainly manifest in the
tertiary sector like construction of roads and bank services
etc. Also a new airport is receiving national and international
flights.
The tourism sector has also become more important:
tourist go sport fishing at Cahora Bassa lake, visit the dam
or historical sights like Boroma church, Fortress of São Tiago
Maior do Tete, Forte de São Pedro de Alcântara and Dom Luis
I. Also the Zambezi river some hotels and restaurants arose
along the Zambezi which provides nice scenery. (CMT, 2015a)
Agriculture is still an important source of income
for people in Tete. The main crops that are produced in
and around Tete are: sorghum, millet, peanut, corn, beans,
zukini, sweet potatoes among others. The farmers mainly
use low-cost tools like hoes, axes and machetes to treat the
land and crops. However tractors are available and also the
use of animal traction is increasing. Farming professionals
who are situated in the East of the Nhartanda valley teach
the farmers farming skills and techniques. Some farmers
also have livestock (predominantly goats). Another source
of income is the ‘Mozambique Leaf Tabacco’ (MLT) factory
situated in the South of Tete, which is currently expanding
its operations. Smaller shops and retailers are located in the
city centre, selling food, clothes, electronics etc. Some hotels
and restaurants are located in the city centre, close to the
Zambeze river. Mobile phones have become mainstream,
resulting in jobs for people selling prepaid credit on the
streets and all sorts of mobile phones and phone accessories.
(CMT, 2015a)
Still, there is a shortage of formal employment-possibilities
for inhabitants of Tete, due the high influx rate of people
looking for jobs. The informal sector is big, especially in the
informal settlements, ranging from renting a house, selling

[fig 1.14] Mozambique: 3rd fast growing non-oil economy in Sub-Saharan Africa from 2004 to 2012 (%) in 2011. Source: UNICEF (2014)

lies between 3000 (42 euro) and 7800 MTs (108 euro) per
month, ranging between agricultural, financial, production,
distribution and other sectors. (CMT, 2015a; Macauhub, 2015)
Van de Boom has pointed out that reduction in
poverty has been significant in Tete province, declining from
82 to 60 to 42% in respectively 1997, 2003 and 2009. (Van de
Boom, 2011, p. 41)
The municipality considers education is key for
improving the political, economical and social situation to
reduce inequalities. Non-govenmental organisations such
as CARE, CESC (Civil Society Training and Learning Centre),
AMCP (Association of Women of Credit and Savings), AJM
(Mussequere Youth Association), LDH (Human Rights League)
and others, help to promote equal opportunities between
different inhabitants of Tete (CMT, 2015a).
Health
Health conditions are dependent on income and quality of
living environment in Tete. The main causes of death in Tete
are malaria and HIV/aids. Malaria is occurring especially in
the lower and water-rich areas where lack of drainage and
sanitation problems occurs. According to UNICEF (2014) 16,8%
of the children under 5 who suffer malaria get medicinal
treatment, however between 2003 and 2011 this proportion
is more than doubled nationally. Also mosquito nets have
distributed to decrease the amount of malaria-cases. It is

vegetables or other products on small
markets, at Kwachena1 market or door
to door. Sometimes children execute
informal work to support their
families, therefore they are not able to
go to school. (CMT, 2015a)
In Tete wealth is not equally
distributed. The municipality recalls
‘Tete is a city of contrasts, it is an
example where wealth cohabits with
extreme poverty.” Most families
earn minimum wage (or less). In
Mozambique, the minimum wage

[fig 1.15] Provincial disparities in school net attendance ratics (%) in 2011. Source: UNICEF (2014)
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observed that sometimes the mosquito
nets are used for fishing which is causing
ecological disturbances.
According to INSIDA, the HIV
prevalence in Tete province was 7.0 %
in 2009 of the population between 15
and 49 years old. This is relatively low
in comparison with other provinces in
Mozambique as for example in Maputo
(19.8% prevalence). According to the
municipality, Tete is part of a transit
corridor for its central location between
the countries of Malawi, Zambia and
Zimbabwe, therefor the HIV virus can
spread more easily. Furtermore, high
unemployment increases the amount of
cases especially at young ages. (INSIDA,
2009)
Diarrhea is also common in Tete, especially in
areas where appropriate drinking water and sanitationservices are lacking. In the informal settlements 97 % of the
people practice open defecation due to lack of toilets, this is
polluting the drinking water resources and causes diarrhea.
(Matos, 2016) Moreover, poverty and food shortages are
causing malnutrition, which leads to low resistance and in
some vulnerable cases to death. Dysentery is also caused
by unhygienic conditions in informal settlements, related
to open defecation, shortage of drinking water and open
garbage. This disease mainly spreads during the rainy season.
(Conselho Municipal de Tete (CMT), 2016; Matos, 2016)
Food
People normally eat ‘Nshima’ (maize meal) with vegetables
for lunch and dinner, also many fruits are part of the diet. (fig
1.18) Some fruits are only available in certain seasons, like
mango’s and lychees, other types of fruit are available year
round, like banana’s and lemons. The leaves of different plants
(zukini, pumpkin, aubergine) are used to bake with squashed
peanut, onion and tomato, this dish is called Matapa. Meat
is relatively expensive to people, however goat meat is more
abundant and therefor cheaper than cow-meat. A local dish
which contains goat intestines is generally prepared on
special occasions.
Lifestyle
The people interviewed (Appendix 6) share on average a
house with 6,8 people. Some people were living in Muthemba
for a long time, but most of the interviewees had moved to
Tete recently for divers reasons, for example for children to
be able to study, better living conditions or for work. Most
people interviewed have been living in Muthemba for 15
years. However most of the time the elder women of a certain
household are appointed to execute the interview, because

[fig 1.16] inhabitants preparing lunch on private property

they were seen as head of the household. In general, people
liked living in the informal settlements, and had many family
and friends living in the same neighbourhood. They did not
see many problems, and did not miss any facilities. Some of
them had a job in the city center, others were making a living
through informal activities like selling vegetables, making
bricks or being a taxi-driver, tailor or farmer. However,
most of them complained that they had difficulties making a
living with their current job if they had one (interviews with
multiple inhabitants, Appendix 6).
Language
chiNyungwe language nowadays has many words borrowed
from Portuguese. Currently about 70 % of the people living in
Tete practices a local language (predominantly Nyungwe and
Seine), more men than women speak Portuguese due to their
involvement on the labour market and higher literacy rate.
(CMT, 2015a)

Sources of information
The socio-, cultural, historical and economical situation in the region
of Tete is investigated through different sources. 1) a PhD research
done by Marizane (2016) on the religious change between 1890 and
1970 in the ‘Nyungwe-speaking region of middle Zambezi’, in which
Tete is located. 2) A paper by Krishner and Power (2015) on the
impacts, stakes and challenges linked to mining activities around
Tete 3) literature produced by NGO’s (UNICEF, UN-Habitat, INE)
and the local municipality 4) 38 interviews were held, mainly with
local residence but also with school directors and municipal staff.
All interviews were open ended and contained several standardized questions and some dependent on the location, interviewees or
progress in the research. Most questions were focused on the topics:
household, outdoor activities, sanitation, water-issues, destinations and community. All interviews can be found in appendix 6.
fieldwalks were organised with ARA Zambeze, a schoolteacher and
a municipal worker to gain insight on the socio, economical and
cultural manifestations in the landscapes, which is further discussed
in the landscape analysis.
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1.3		
		

Spatial configuration of Tete

cement centre, expansion areas and informal settlements

Essentially, the urban layout of Tete consists of a colonial city centre,
some planned expansion areas with basic infrastructure and ‘informal
settlements’ where basic infrastructure is applied after the informal
housing is constructed. The colonial buildings present, are mainly dating
from the 18th and 19th century with some older landmarks in between.
The expansion areas are appointed and developed by the municipality in
the 20th century. All information provided in this chapter is derived from
the Urban Structure Plan of Tete: Plano de Estrutura Urbana da Cidade de
Tete (PEUT) made by the Municipality. (CMT, 2015b)
In recent years the coal boom has seriously changed the urban
layout of Tete. The incoming people working for the mining companies
demanded necessary infrastructure like roads, accommodation,
restaurants, clinics, shopping malls and schools. The main road N103,
going to Moatize, has attracted many of these firms like shopping malls,
apartment buildings and bars, yet many of these services are not in use
today because the coal boom is put off for now. The expansion areas are
characterized by the expectation of urban growth exemplified by the plots
being yet unused.
According to data from the Ministry of Mineral Resources, the
mining industry could employ 7500 Mozambicans, and constructions
resulting from mining could provide 25.000 temporal jobs (Resenfeld,
2012). Therefore, young men with families were are also attracted by the
mining businesses. In reality the jobs are limited to skilled technicians
or private security guards and chauffeurs (Kirshner & Power, 2015).
Most people who migrated to Tete from rural areas are unemployed, and
construct a house in the informal settlements.
In the zoning plan (fig 1.21), made by the municipality of Tete, different
spatial configurations are classified and explained below:
1
Multifuncional areas (AMf) (fig 1.17)
This is the (colonial) city centre of Tete. Asphalted roads, institutional
buildings, shops, services and high to medium density housing
characterize the area. Some new multifunctional areas are proposed, at
the outskirts of the city.
2
Mixed areas (AMt) (fig 1.18)
Those areas are destined for a mix of commercial buildings, housing and
services.
3
Low density housing areas (HbP) (fig 1.19)
These are residential areas which have been planned and developed by
the municipality, who provided basic infrastructure and plots for people
to build single-family housing or buildings with other functions.
4a
Medium Density Housing Areas (HbNP1) (fig 1.20)
The housing present in these areas have never been subject of
infrastructural planning by the municipality. Residential housing
predominates with unpaved roads and (informal) functions. The
municipality claims, these areas need action towards urbanization and
infrastructure allocation through detailed programming and planning.

1 AMf

[fig 1.17] vacant colonial building

2 AMt

[fig 1.18] school building in mixed area
(Beira007, 2014)

3 HbP

[fig 1.19] expansion area with wide road and
elektricity

4 HbNP

[fig 1.20] road/drain in informal settlements
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Conselho Municipal de Tete (CMT)
Plano de Estrutura Urbana da Cidade de Tete
PEUT

4b
Low Density Housing Areas (HbNP2)
Similar to HbNP1, but further away from the city centre and lower in density. The Urban Structural Plan of the municipality puts
forward proposals to develop these neighbourhoods.

N103

detail fig 1.25

N
4km

[fig 1.21] different spatial configurations of Tete (CMT, 2012)

amentação das Opções Tomadas no Plano de Estrutura Urbana da Cidade de Tete

Page 15

Figura N° 6 - Planta de Ordenamento
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1.4 		
		

Urbanisation trends

estimation of population growth in Tete untill 2040

[fig 1.22] population growth of Tete city between 2009 - 2040 (INE, 2010)
The graphs shown on this page are produced with numbers originating from
a study done by INE (Instituto Nacional de Estatística) about the annual
population living in urban and rural areas of Tete province. (INE, 2010) The
study was done in 2010, so results may be out-dated, especially because
the forecasts of mining productivity were different now from then. First,
the population growth predictions done by INE are presented. Then, by
taking into account recent developments, a reflection is given on these
estimations.
Nowadays the city of Tete approximately has 220.000 inhabitants.
The population growth rates estimated by INE give a general overview of
the increase of urban population taking into account fertility, mortality and
migration rates in different provinces (fig 1.22). INE also made assumption
on age group distribution in urban areas in Mozambique which implies:
1) there will be a small increase in mortality between young ages of 25 to
34 but mainly in Southern provinces due to HIV 2) the greatest relative
decline in mortality will occur between the ages of 1 and 19 years related to
infectious diseases and 3) mortality changes will be small at ages of 40 and
above. To sum up, these changes will lead to relatively less people aged
between 0-25 and more people with an age between 25-60 (fig 1.23 and
1.24). (CMT, 2015a; INE, 2010)
Migration rates have been predicted by estimation of international
migration and movement between provinces by a comparison of
populations living in these regions during the period researched (19972007). The results show a change in urban population from 29.2 % to
30.4% with an estimation of 40% living in urban areas in 2040. However,
this increase is considered too small and therefor it was concluded the

[fig 1.23] age group distribution Tete 2010
(INE, 2010)

[fig 1.24] age group distribution Tete 2040
(INE, 2010)
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Muthemba
(informal settlements)

N
20 km

[fig 1.25] new expansion area M’Padwe drawn by the municipality of Tete (CMT, 2012)
definitions of “urban” and “rural” are found to be inaccurate.
(INE, 2010)
The amount of inhabitants in Tete in the future is highly
dependent on mining businesses in Moatize. Given the
political economic orientation of Mozambique towards export
markets and foreign investors, mining in Moatize may thrive.
However, global coal demand has declined in 2015 for the
first time since the late 1990s. On the world market, coal use
will grow only modestly facing competition from renewable
energy sources like wind and solar. However, the IEA
(International Energy Agency) predicts that by 2040 only 36%
of the total coal generation will come from existing plants,
highlighting the focus on new generation capacity (IEA, 2016).
This means that unexplored coal mines, like Moatize, will
possibly be meaningful for mining companies. If this is the
case, urbanisation rates in Tete will probably increase leading
to the dotted line 1 in fig 1.22. (Patel, 2017)
However, further explorations of mining in Moatize may
be pulled off because of the currently instable political
situation. An armed conflict ermerged between ruling Frelimo
and former rebel movement and oposition party Renamo
(Resistenicia Nacional Mocambicana). Renamo threathens
to sabotage road and rail infrastructures focussed on mining
operations (Krishner and Power, 2015). News reports by
Hanlon put forward several attacks on coal trains the last half
a year.1 Recently, one of the mining companies ‘Coal India’ has
surrendered all its exploration licenses, saying mining would
not be viable. (Hanlon, 2016a; Matos, 2016) However, Vale is
planning to construct a new railway lines going to Nacala
via Malawi and to a new port in Zambezia, but falling coal

prices have delayed the projects. Following these alteration
of events and the rise of renewable energy it might lead
to surrending of the mining businesses in Moatize, which
probably also leads to less population growth as estimated
by INE, this is illustrated by the dotted line 2 in fig 1.22. (INE,
2010)
Future urban development plans by Municipality of Tete
The municipality has generated an Urban Structure Plan of
the city of Tete to be able to cope with the influx of business
people that may want to live in Tete in the future. The main
objective is to make the spatial organisation more suitable
for international relations and goals, but also to make it
‘noticeable’. New expansion areas are planned like the one
in figure 1.25. There aim here it to built 5963 buildings for
residential, industrial, multifunction (education, hospital,
shops) purpose. Also basic services such as water networks,
sewage system, electricity, telecommunications and
television are of priority. The zoning plan also aims to guide
spatial growth.There is no intention to prequalifying and
restructuring currently urbanized areas, first priority it to
mobilize urban expansion, infrastructural design, areas of
economic development and environmental protection.

“on June 8, Vale suspended the movement of its trains along the
Sena line after two attacts, resuming the transport of coal from
Moatize to Beira”; “on July 25 gunmen fired on a Vale coal train in
Cheringoma”; “on October 6 gunmen shot at a Vale coal train heading
toward Nacala … Government is now negotiating with Vale about
how to provide protection on the Sena Line; “on 7 December gunmen
shot a train of the Indian coal ining company Jindal carrying coal
from Moatize to Beira”. (Hanlon, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c)
1
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[fig 1.26] Aerial map of Tete and Moatize (Google maps, 2016)
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[fig 1.27] urbanisation of Tete in 37 years
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1.5		

Research design

Research problem
Muthemba is a district in Tete, Mozambique mainly consisting
of informal settlements. This means most settlements
are build without legal authorization of the municipality.
The municipality lacks the (financial) capacity to provide
basic infrastructure like a sewage system and solid waste
collection. ARA Zambeze1 concluded that pollution of the
drinking water aquifer is mainly caused by solid waste,
human waste and waste water originating from Muthemba.
Due to urbanisation the public spaces, like roads, natural
streams and open spaces of Muthemba are under increasing
pressure, making it even harder to collect the wastes. Part
of the problem is that neither the municipality nor the
inhabitants of Muthemba feel responsible for the public
spaces.3 62 % of the urban population in Africa will live
in similar districts in the future, leading to unsustainable
development of cities.
Aim
The aim of this research is to find landscape based solutions in
public spaces of Muthemba to improve the urban metabolism2
of the district for sustainable development3 of the city of Tete,
Mozambique.
Knowledge gap
Re-using urban wastes by collection, transportation and
recycling them within the municipal boundaries have been
subject of many studies. Especially analysing flows of energy,
water, materials and nutrients of the city and putting them
in an efficient diagram reducing in- and outputs. According
to Kennedy et al (2010) the challenge is to “design the
urban metabolism of sustainable cities” by the planning and
design community. Some authors and designers have been
concerned with incorporating waste flows in landscape
systems4 like Corner (2004), Roncken (2014) and Engler (1995).
But not many have been concerned with appying it to public
spaces of informal settlements in Africa.
Duchhart (2007) has done research on applying
integrated, multifunctional landscapes on urbanising cities in

[fig 1.28] knowledge gap
Africa, which is closely related to this study. An into depth
case study of informal settlements in Tete, Mozambique
together with theoretical and design background knowledge
will lead to new information on designing public spaces in
informal settlements to facilitate urban metabolism.
Main research question
What can existing public spaces of Muthemba mean for
urban metabolism to increase sustainable development of
Tete, Mozambique?
sub-research questions
- What are the landscape systems4 of Tete and Muthemba?
- What is the spatial configuration of Tete and Muthemba
and how will it develop?
- What is the current urban metabolism of Muthemba and
potential for the future?
- What is the current landscape sustainability of Tete?
- What design guidelines in landscape architecture theory
ensure sustainable development?
Main design question
How can existing public spaces in Muthemba improve urban
metabolism for sustainable development of Tete?
sub-design questions
- Which landscape interventions can be integrated in typical
public space typologies to improve the urban metabolism of
Muthemba?

ARA-Zambeze is a regional water board responsible for water quality and quanitiy of the city of Tete and the Zambeze river basin in Mozambique. More information on this organization can be found on p 14.
2
Improving urban metabolism aims to reduce the ecological footprint of cities by facilitating circular flows of urban resources (p. 54).
3
Sustainable development is “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987) More information on p. 68-70.
3
Land use rights in informal settlements are described on p. 50.
4
Landscape systems are different layers of the landscape including the natural system (abiotic, biotic, occupation layer) and the socio-economic system (cultural, political and economical) together, this composes physical landscape. (Duchhart, 2007) The landscape systems of
Tete are described in chapter 1 and 2. Information on the concept of landscape systems is provided on p. 70.
1
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Methodological framework
Through qualitative research this study hopes to find
answers to the research and design question. Input for the
research and design process was found in literature review,
project references, open ended interviews with different
stakeholders, field walks, observation study, map study and
design workshop. In a case study, the socio-economical
analysis (interviews, design workshop and fieldwalks) is
combined with technical methods (map study, observation
study, landscape analysis), which leads to unique contextual
new knowledge (Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & Koh, 2013). Also
problem tree analysis (Appendix 2.3) coding of interviews and
photos (Appendix 4 and 5) are methods used to create new
knowledge. The different sources of information gathered
through multiple sources, are triangulated, which leads
to increased validity (Milburn & Brown, 2003). Literature
reviews, provide a basic understanding of ecosystem
services, landscape systems, landscape sustainability,
urban metabolism, urbanisation, adaptive ecological design
approach and more. This theoretical framework (chapter 3.1)
leads to design guidelines and specific model that combines
case study and literature study (chapter 3.2-3.4).
Link between research and design
Research for design - Answers to the research questions
are partly generated by research for design, for example
understanding the landscape system and developing the
landscape units and typologies was constructed through
observations, field walks with experts and interviews.
Knowledge on the landscape is gained through different
disciplines and sources in order to understand the ecological,
social, economical and political context (Lenzholzer et al.,
2013; Van den Brink, et al, 2017). This research improves the
sustainability and local embeddedness of the design outcome.
‘Pragmatic’ research through design(ing)5 - To receive
maximum feedback from different stakeholders on designdecisions, a participatory design workshop is organized.
In this workshop the stakeholders were asked to evaluate
the proposed designs and take them further in terms of
implementation, management, location and techniques.
This led to new knowledge on sustainable development of
the landscape interventions and furthermore this possibly
increases empowerment and understanding of the community
(Lenzholzer et al., 2013; Duchhart, 2007). This way the spatial
quality, practicality, sustainability of the design is enhanced,

and governmental and public support may increase (Brink
& Bruns, 2014). Also, different design solutions are tested
and evaluated by using predefined indicators on sustainable
development obtained through theory.
Different models are made in sketchup to evaluate
how interventions should be integrated in the landscape.
Also, cross sections have been helpful to get insight in the
technical requirements of the design. This can both be
described as ‘Research through designing’.
Research on design - design references are used to gather
knowledge on suitable design interventions, design-form
and technical requirements. The design references used vary
from thesis reports, visited design examples in for example
Ethiopia, and design references obtained via internet.
Methods
1
Literature study
Literature study is carried out to find out how urban
metabolism can be applied to the discipline of landscape
architecture and within the context of the case study
(Muthemba). Literature study will remain important
at several stages in the research process. A theoretical
framework is made, upon which new knowledge (gathered by
a case study and research through design) can be tested and
build upon. Also official documents of the Municipality and
NGO’s are studied.
2
Case study Tete
A case study in Tete is done and has resulted in local
and in-depth knowledge in political, cultural, social and
environmental situation in Tete and Muthemba. Data has been
gathered through multiple different data collection procedures
described below.
2.1 Observations – Existing phenomena are observed and by
“ talking directly to people and seeing them behave and act
within their context” knowledge is gathered (Cresswell, 2013,
p. 185).
2.2 Field walks – Field walks with locals and experts has
helped to get the full picture of local circumstances. The
outputs are informal maps and interviews that gave insight
in the perception of different stakeholders on problems and
potentials in the landscape of Muthemba district. In this

Lenzholzer et al argue the role of the verb ‘design’ in Research through design should be clarified. In this thesis the role of intermediate
‘design’ products are used to receive feedback from different stakeholders. This knowledge (research) is used by the designer to improve the
design outcomes. The intermediate design product could also trigger new knowledge on design implementation and techniques.
5
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research, the ‘wandering method’ is applied which “allows
participants to engage freely with the physical surroundings
and to meet with people they encounter along the way” (Van
den Brink et al., 2017, p. 90). Walking together with colleagues
of ARA Zambeze, Filipe (English teacher) or municipal workers
have increased the understanding of the landscape from a
local point of view.
2.3 Site inventory – The topography, build up area, land-use
and natural environment (soil type, vegetation, water quality
and quantity) are be observed in a site inventory. Formal
and informal maps can be helpful to gather the data. This
information is used in a landscape analysis. To avoid making
wrong assumptions, the data has been discussed with experts
(ARA Zambeze).
2.4 (Historical) Map analysis – Maps were provided by Google
earth (2003-2016), the municipality and ARA Zambeze, which
are analysed on topography, water availability and quantity,
housing types and public space typologies and context of the
site and Tete. Also maps from different years are analysed
to conduct information on urban growth and informal
settlements. These maps have also found to be useful during
the workshop, interviews, problem tree analysis and site
inventory.
2.5 Interviews – Open interviews with inhabitants of
Muthemba and nearby areas, experts (ARA Zambeze and
agricultural organisation) provided knowledge that was used
as an input for other research-parts like: landscape analysis,
designs and indication of current landscape sustainability.
Common opinions and themes have been extracted that steer
the research and design process. Furthermore, providing
participants with possible design solutions gave insight in
their preferences and ways to improve research and design.
These contesting or enhancing evaluations strengthens the ‘
truth value’ of the research outcomes. (Lenzholzer,Duchhart,
& Koh, 2013)
2.6 Design workshop – A workshop has been organized,
together with Rosanne Vlaar at the office of ARA Zambeze.
The aim of the workshop is to gain local knowledge from:
environmental department of Tete province, the municipality,
ARA Zambeze and the farmers association on the
implementation of green infrastructure through Muthemba.
The different stakeholders have been discussing the proposed
interventions in the groups and came up with ways to
improve the interventions en implement them in political,
cultural, economical and environmental terms. It also gave
insight in the possible location of the interventions.

3
Reference studies
Principles can be extracted from existing designs and projects
that help conducting guidelines for the design (process)
in Tete. Some reference studies will be helpful to steer the
research and design process, references may give insight in
how to tackle research and design assignments in developing
countries. For example the Green Towns project, done by
Ingrid Duchhart, who researched how the personal living
environment of people in Kenya can be enhanced. (Duchhart,
2007) Also the master theses of: Cor Simon (2016), Robert
Kruijt (2014), Andrea Hulsebosch (2016), Tomas Degenaar
(2009), Roel Winter (2014), and Michelle Leemkuil (2016) has
found to be useful. Research on finished design products
and projects can be circumscribed by ‘ research-on-design’.
(Lenzholzer et al., 2013) A fieldtrip to different places in
Ethiopia have contributed to design references on technical
requirements and aesthetics. The reference studies also
indicate what works and what does not in specific political,
social and environmental situations. The projects are selected
via research articles, consultancy companies, landscape
architecture firms and other sources.
Research and design flow
During the research and design process, the case study
and literature study were heavily intergrated leading new
knowledge for place specific designs. In figure 1.29 the main
bodies of knowledge are indicated leading from literature
study. In yellow the main bodies of knowledge leading from
the case study are presented. In green, outcomes from a
combination of the case study and literature are combined,
leading to new knowledge.
The main inputs for the design are the design guidelines
derived from literature, local design preconditions combining
case- and literature study and a design concept derived from
the case study. To be able to handle the different sources of
information, three typical public spaces are distinguished.
Three designs are proposed for the different public spaces.
This leads to typical landscape interventions that are gathered
in a toolset. The toolset is used to come up with a landscape
design for Muthemba.
In between, the typical public space designs are re-evaluated
with the local design pre-conditions. The overall landscape
design is re-evaluated with the design guidelines proposed
from literature. This is indicated with the dotted lines in fig
1.29.
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[fig 1.29] research and design flow
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My philosophical worldview
A researcher’s perspective explains why certain decisions
are made during the research and design process. Creswell
defines the term worldview as “a basic set of beliefs that
guide action”. (Creswell, 2015, p. 6) To give insight in the
researcher and designer’s philosophical assumptions my
philosophical worldview is discussed below.
Personally, I am inspired by landscape designs that provide
smart, self-sustaining and integral solutions to todays
challenges in urban areas. As a master student in landscape
architecture I am influenced by many people in the field
(Ian McHarg, Charles Waldheim, Jan Bijhouer, Adriaan Geuze
and other teachers and professionals). Furthermore I got to

However, in contrary to an unconditional
constructivist, understanding and theory generation is often
not my final goal. Therefor, complete documentation of
methods and acquired information succumbs under problem
and practice-oriented thinking. Some may say so troubled
with solutions to problems - with what works and what
does not - that methods on how solutions are acquired get
lost. This means I have used different types of approaches
to understand the problem and come up with a solution
which is called called a ‘pragmatic worldview’. To conclude,
the constructivist worldview helps me to understand the
landscape systems (social, cultural, economical and political
drivers) to be able to pose suitable solutions to challenges in
urban areas.

experience different approaches and interests through extra
courses in Land and Water management and in urban and
forestry design at Wageningen University and the university
of Copenhagen. They, among non-professional influences,
shaped the way I feel landscape architecture is crucial for
quality of living and healthy ecosystems. My heart lies with
landscape architecture in Africa, to help current problems
such as water pollution, waste and lack of greenery. I lived in
Zimbabwe until my fourth birthday which fired my interest
for Africa, and I was lucky to return to Africa for traveling a
couple of times.
I believe making research and designing in foreign
countries should be done with great respect to cultural,
historical, social and natural values of the area. I think,
as Cresswell describes: “Humans engage with their world
and make sense of it based on their historical and social
perspectives – we are all born into a world of meaning

Research approach
Based on my philosophical worldview, I state that case
study and knowledge on the local context is essential for my
research approach. The landscape analysis of Tete (landscape
systems, units, problems and potentials, space typologies and
more) form the basis of further theoretical research, described
in chapter 3, section 3.1.
As a designer and researcher, specific local
knowledge was necessary, to look more specifically into
theories that corresponded with the local realities. This
report is structured in the same way since I think a basic
understanding of informal settlements is necessary before
reading the corresponding theory.
The theory is an essential link between the
landscape analysis and the design of this thesis. After the
landscape analysis, there are gaps of knowledge to be filled

bestowed upon us by our culture.” (Cresswell, 2013, p. 9)
Therefor a thorough analysis of local and regional values
is important to be able to design integrally. The cultural
setting in which I am raised influences the way I observe the
landscape. People living in a various parts of the world might
use and observe the landscape in a completely different way.
I think combining professional knowledge (obtained through
landscape architecture practice and education) with local
perception, opinion, meaning and value of the landscape
provides best solutions to local challenges in African urban
areas. This is what Cresswell calls a ‘Constructivist worldview’
and as he mentions: “the goal of the research is to rely as
much as possible on the participants’ view of the situation
being studied.

before finding suitable solutions to the design question. The
landscape analysis together with the theoretical framework
provides a solid basis for the landscape design presented
in chapter 4. In the discussion presented in the end of this
report, I will reflect on pro’s and con’s of this approach.

Tete experience
I noticedBefore going to Tete I was convinced informal
settlements looked like the slums I knew from newspapers,
scientific articles and UN reports. I was convinced to
encounter many problems and few opportunities. However,
by living in Tete, researching the landscape in Muthemba and
talking to inhabitants my perspective changed dramatically.
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This chapter provides answers to the
research questions:
- What are the landscape systems of
Tete and Muthemba? (2.1 and 2.2)
- What is the spatial configuration of
Tete and Muthemba and how will it
develop? (2.3 and 2.4)
- What is the current urban
metabolism of Muthemba and
potential for the future? (2.7)
A landscape analysis on a bigger scale
of Tete is also provided in appendix 2,
which was found useful to place this
district in relation to the Nhartanda
valley, city centre and Zambeze river.
Together with chapter 1.2 (back
ground information of Tete) this
chapter is essential for understanding
the social, economical, governmental
and environmental systems of
Muthemba.
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2.1		

Landscape layers
occupation layer

[fig 2.1] functions

occupation layer

[fig 2.2] settlements
and infrastructure

[fig 2.3] green-blue network
biotic layer

[fig 2.4] soil and topology

500 m

N

In this chapter the landscape characteristics of Muthemba
(informal settlements on the South side of Tete) are elaborated.
From a western point of view, the district might look chaotic
since the urban framework differs from what is common in for
example European cities. However, when the different layers,
systems and units of the landscape are distinguished, it is easier
understand the urban lay-out. However this is not the case for
inhabitants of Muthemba (Appendix 6). Analysing the landscape
was found necessary to understand the systems, problems and
potentials of Muthemba from a local point of view. To build
on these results the photos were coded with local indicators
(p. 69 - 73), indicating the sustainability of the landscapes.

abiotic layer

100

The landscapa analysis was also important to divide the
different landscape typologies (p.50) and investigating the
urban metabolism (p. 54).
Landscape layers (fig 2.1 - 2.4)
Seperating the different landscape layers was found
essential for understanding how the informal settlements
function. The landscape layers presented above are typical
cross sections cut from the informal settlements in the
South of Tete (fig 2.5) The cross section ranges from the
Nhartanda valley to the granite mountain in the South and
presents the occupation layer, biotic layer and abiotic layer.
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Chingodzi

City centre

Zambeze
river

Nhartanda valley

Muthemba

N
1 km
[fig. 2.5] South of city of Tete
On the following pages the different landscape layers are
further elaborated.
Muthemba district is named after ‘Mateus Sansao Muthemba’
who was an important figure in the liberation struggle of
Mozambiqe and father of Josina Muthemba Machel, second
wife of Samora Machel and icon of the emancipation of the
Mozambican woman.

Zambezi is the Nhartanda valley. This is the area in Tete
that is un-built and mainly used for agriculture and drinking
water provision. This area has low altitudes and clayey soils
which can be observed in fig. 2.4 and 2.6. The valley floods
temporarily during the rainy season (December - February),
because it drains water from surrounding areas and it serves
as a retention area when the Zambezi reaches high levels.

In figures 2.5 - 2.7 and 2.12 Muthemba district is framed
by a black outline. The district mainly consists of informal
settlements, except for the South of the district where an
expansion area and formal businesses are located along bigger
roads.

In Muthemba silt-sediments are also present, which indicates
the Zambezi has meandered here as well. In the South, mainly
ouside the borders of Muthemba, a mountain of Chacocoma
granite is present. Sandstone rock is commonly present on
the surface in Muthemba, illustrated in fig. 2.6. Small, natural
streams and rivers have altered the soil and topology of
the area. Erosion of the streambed and banks, taking sand
and clay sediments to the Nhartanda valley or other lower
lying areas. Inhabitants of Muthemba extract sand and clay
sediments from the streams during the dry season, to use
as building material. According to the Municipality and ARA
Zambeze this is aggravating the problem of erosion during the
rainy season. (CMT, 2015)

Abiotic layer
The Zambezi river has had impact on the topology and soil of
Tete over the years due to its meandering character. Altitudes
in Tete are ranging from 100 to 300 m above sea level. (CMT,
2015) In the city of Tete, the Zambezi is approximately 500 1000 m wide. Before the Cahora bassa dam was constructed,
the river used to flood, leaving clay and silt sediments behind,
that provide fertile soils. A visible relict of the meandering
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fig 1.4

N
1 km
[fig. 2.6] Soil and topography

Chimadzi river

fig 1.3

N
1 km
[fig. 2.7] Green and blue network

Biotic layer
Greenery in the city of Tete is dependent
on the water-availability. Along the
Zambezi, enough water is present
for agriculture and different types of
vegetation (reeds, ruches and grasses)
to survive year round. In the Nhartanda
valley water is available for agriculture
almost throughout the year, except
for the last month of the dry season,
when irrigation with (waste) water is
necessary. In Muthemba and the city
centre, the elevated sandstone soils
make it difficult for vegetation to survive;
however trees that are old enough to
have deep roots and vegetation that is
watered by inhabitants survives. Water
is scarce especially in the end of the
dry season in Tete (July untill October).
According to inhabitants, when the rain
comes, the entire landscape of Tete
changes. Trees become greener, more
vegetation is present and the soil is
recharged with water for some months.
In Muthemba some people have dug
canals to guided waste water to ponds,
where vegetation (mainly acacia trees
and reed) is present (fig 2.10). The quality
of the water however, is not so good,
also garbage can be found in the water.
On figure 2.11 two boys are fishing in the
pond, however due to contamination
and pollution the chance they will
catch something is small. Here the
acacia trees are pioneers and overgrow
other vegetation-types. In the back the
contrast between the dry sandstone area
and the green ‘waste water ponds’ is
visible.
Most streams in Muthemba that drain
the water during the rainy season to the
Nhartanda valley, are all of natural origin.
The Chimadzi river is shown on figure 2.8
and pointed out on figure 2.7. This is the
biggest stream going through Muthemba
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[fig. 2.8] erosion along Chimadzi river

[fig. 2.9] Muthemba district

coming from the Chacocoma mountain and runs dry from
April till November. Most streams in Muthemba are smaller
in size, varying from 10 to 25 m in width. Often, the slopes
of the streams are covered by vegetation, but sometimes
vegetation lacks because the young trees wash away
during the rainy season or people replant these in their own
gardens. The trees are essential for a pleasant microclimate
in people’s gardens and other public spaces in Tete due to
shade and evapotranspiration. The most common tree species
provide fruits, timber or medicine for the inhabitants like the
macanica-, almond-, guava-, mango-, drumstick-, lemon-,
neem-, and cassia tree (see vegetation chapter, Appendix 1).
Some trees are trimmed to provide more shade. Mainly in the
city centre, the municipality has planted trees along roads
and in public areas.
Occupation layer
Infrastructure
Within the city of Tete two types of roads are present. In the
city centre concrete or asphalt roads are common. The main
road connecting Moatize and Tete is going through Muthemba
district and the city centre, over the Zambezi using the
Samora Machel bridge. This road is also an important link
between Mozambique, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Zambia. Bus
stations are located on different places along this road in the
city centre and Muthemba. Muthemba is connected to the
city centre via some asphalt roads for cars and many dirt
roads for pedestrians going through the Nhartanda valley.
Within Muthemba the roads emerged naturally, connecting
one place with another. Some roads run parallel to streams
or the Nhartanda valley, others go to main roads like the
N103, which is going to the city centre. Most people living in
Muthemba do not own a car and are used to walking. Most
roads are accessible for cars, although not comfortable to
drive on due to a rocky surface.

[fig. 2.10] hand-dug drains (waste water)

Settlements
The Nhartanda valley divides the Southside of the city of
Tete in two areas, the city centre that consists of formal
settlements and Muthemba, where settlements are
constructed informally. To be able to manage the district to a
minimum extent, the municipality has divided the district in
different ‘Unidades’. The manager of the unidades is appointed
to keep track on where houses are built and to ensure people
fill in forms that permit them to live there. More information
on property-rights is provided in chapter 2.4
[fig. 2.11] waste water pool in Nhartanda
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Samora Machel
bridge

fig 1.2

[fig. 2.12] Zoning and functions (CMT, 2015)

N
1 km

Overall the district looks homogeneous colour, materials, and sizes of houses. Most
people build houses with brick (clay) or concrete blocks and share their homes with 4-10
people. Often, families living in different houses share a courtyard or semi-private space
(fig 2.13). Some inhabitants rent one of their houses to relatives or other friends to earn
some money. Some families own a private tap that provides them with water for cooking,
washing and drinking (fig 2.13). Others go to public places where water is extracted from
the ground by hand pumps, made by inhabitants. It is difficult to build on the sandstone
areas since the surface is uneven and hard to dig in. Toilets are scarce and often shared by
many people. They consist of a hole in the ground screened by a hut that provides privacy.
Sometimes the latrines are lifted to prevent the toilets from flooding in the rainy season.
The municipality sometimes collects the faecal sludge and brings it to a landfill.
Basic facilities
The municipality is drawing plans to improve the sanitation facilities in Muthemba, by
building extra public toilets and to treat the faecal sludge into a fertilizer (page 54). The
municipality also enhances and constructs basic infrastructure such as electricity and
important roads. The roads are also crucial for waste collection. Green containers are
distributed within the district for people to dumb their garbage. The municipality collects
the waste by trucks and brings it a landfill 10 km outside of town. However, during the

interviews some inhabitants
told that they burn the garbage
or throw it in the drains, since
the containers are often too
full. Overall people are positive
about Muthemba, appreciating
the facilities (drinking water,
markets and electricity).
On fig 2.15 a FIPAG
drinking water tank is shown.
These are located at the most
elevated spots in Muthemba.
First the water is treated
at the treatment station in
the Nhartanda valley, before
pumping it to these tanks
where chloride is added. From
here, the water goes through
smaller pipes to all private
taps in the district, since the
tanks are elevated, the water
just flows down which saves
energy. In total there are three
water tanks in Muthemba, of
which some are working better
than others. FIPAG encounters
problems with 1) high energyexpenses to pump the water up
hill and treat the water 2) iron
in the water of the Nhartanda
aquifer 3) supply to some
poorly accessible districts
(interview with Alex, boss of
the technical department of
FIPAG, Appendix 6, p. 251)
Functions
Figure 2.12 shows the general
functions in Muthemba,
Nhartanda valley and city
centre. Many of the common
functions like banks, shops,
restaurants and hospitals
are located in the city
centre. In the Nhartanda
Valley agriculture and water
extraction are the main
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[fig. 2.13] Water tap in semi-private space

[fig. 2.14] Kwachena market

[fig. 2.15] Fipag watertank

[fig. 2.16] primary school in Muthemba

activities. Most functions are present in Muthemba, like
schools, markets, cemeteries and soccer-fields. Inhabitants
of Muthemba they only go to the city centre for work, to go
to the hospital or to buy things they do not sell in Muthemba.
Along the main road going to Zimbabwe, there are some
companies like a tobacco-factory, ARA Zambeze and shoprite.
There are three schools located in Muthemba district,
which vary in size and classification. The school in figure 2.15
is the Escola Primaria Completa Lazaro Vinho, which has 2650
students until 7th grade. Another school is the Canongola
school which has 7118 students going up to 10th grade. Both
head masters of two schools we have been interviewing
explain the difficulty of space and time-schedules to fit in
all (new) students. The Canongola school is forced to teach
until 22.55 in the evening. Most children walk 7km to school
(interviews with directors of both schools, appendix 6, p. 241
and 281)
There are many churches present in Muthemba, of
which the most are catholic. There is one big mosque close
to the new Kwachena market, where all Muslims go. Some
churches don’t have a building, but pray and give ceremonies
under a big tree. People do not need to pay to go to church
(interviews, appendix 6, p. 292, 276 and 288).
Canongola and Kwachena market are the biggest
and most important markets in Muthemba. Some people,
who lived close to the Nhartanda valley, buy their products
directly from the farmers. Some inhabitants have fruit trees
or vegetable plants on their properties. Kwachena market is
located in the Northeast of Muthemba, opened since 01-102016 (fig 2.17). The old Kwachena market was located in the
Nhartanda valley, but this caused too much pollution for
the drinking water aquifer. According to the director, Vuire
Chier Frangue, the market is a big success because of good
facilities like infrastructure, electricity, water and toilets.
People sell relatively cheap products in great quantities.
Some people come here to get a bulk of certain products to
resell them somewhere else. Those products are sold all over
Muthemba in smaller markets or just wooden shacks close
to houses or busy streets. At Kwachena, people have wooden
shacks too because they cannot afford something else, but
the municipality hopes that all merchants will have shacks
of ‘approved materials’ like concrete bricks in the future
(interview with director of the market, Appendix 6, p. 270)
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Landscape units
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[fig 2.17] Landscape units of Muthemba
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The different landscape forming factors, such as land use, vegetation, soil and drainage, illustrated and explained on the
previous pages have resulted in different landscapes in Muthemba. Dividing the landscape in different units is a tool to
understand different places to be able to pose the right interventions taking into account information of the different landscape
layers. The cross-sections on this page are taken from the same location as the once shown on page 38. The top cross-section
gives a visual overview of Muthemba, showing topology, water, settlements, infrastructure, vegetation. The cross section
below shows the division of landscape units on this piece of Muthemba, a map of the landscape units in Muthemba is provided
on page 88. The division in landscape units is initially based on the soil type, because it was noticed that the soil type and
topology influenced the occupation layer. For example, in the Nhartanda valley clayey soils (alluvial plain1) result in agricultural
practices. The clayey soils are originating from clay and silt sediments in the Zambezi river that accumulated on the sandstone
during periods of flooding in history. These areas are called ‘alluvial plains’. A distinction is made between alluvial plain
‘remnant’2, since the alluvial plain in Muthemba is not flooded by the Zambeze any more, but the Nhartanda does during the
rainy season. Further distinction is made topography: alluvium3 and colluvium4 illustrating difference in location on the
slope. The alluvial plains are further distinguished in different slope types and the availability of water. The
topography influences the green-blue network and occupation layer. For instance, steap slopes
are more difficult to build on and water often goes to lower lying areas resulting
in the availability of water for vegetation, resulting in different
types of landuse. During interviews (Appendix 6) people
indicated it is easier to build in the ‘alluvial
plain’ unit because in the sanstone
and granite units the soil is hard and
height differences are bigger. Also
bigger functions like Kwachena market,
schools and cementaries are located in
the alluvial plain remnant. Not many
people are living in the granite areas (A),
FIPAG treatment tower
since those are the farthest away from
the city centre, no water provision is
guaranteed and due to the hard soil it is
difficult to build. A description per submosque
landscape-unit is provided in Appendix
2. Also the problem tree (Appendix 2.3),
it is indicated that the sandstone soil
causes many problems in the informal
settlements like lack of vegetation, lack
of sewage and lack of toilets leading to
low quality of life and environmental
degradation.
Alluvial plain: “A large assemblage of
fluvial landforms (braided streams,
terraces, etc.,) that form low gradient,
regional ramps along the flanks of
mountains.”
2
Alluvial plain remnant: “An erosional remnant of an alluvial plain which
retains the surface form and alluvial
deposits of its origin.” (USDA, 2013, p.5)
3
Alluvium: “Unconsolidated, clastic material subaerially deposited by running water, including gravel, sand,
silt, clay, and various mixtures of these.” (USDA, 2013, p. 5)
4
Colluvium: “Unconsolidated, unsorted earth material
being transported or deposited on side slopes and/or at the
base of slopes by mass movement and by local, unconcentrated runoff. “ (USDA, 2013, p. 17)
1
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[fig 2.18] Cement blocks and inhabitant of
Muthemba awaiting new neighbours
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2.3

Historical map analysis

In order to gain knowledge on how Muthemba grew and where
people tend to build informal housing a historical map analysis
is conducted. Google Earth provides the function to export aerial
photos of Tete from 2003 till 2016. In this analysis the photos are
analysed by comparing the landscape characteristics described
earlier with the places inhabitants occupied first. The west side
of Muthemba is cut out to get greater detail of the processes and
because all different landscape units are present. The different
maps used for this study are presented below. An indication of the
location of the maps is shown in fig. 2.19. It is assumed here, that
without landscape interventions, Muthemba will expand in similar
growth patterns as analysed on the next page.
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[fig 2.19] indication of location of maps
presented below
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[fig 2.20 - 2.26] urban growth in Muthemba from 2003 to 2016 (Gootle maps, 2016)
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Muthemba

Nhartanda valley

[fig. 2.27] growth lines and soil

[fig. 2.28] growth lines and waterways

On the maps on this page the growth lines
are compared with soil, functions and
waterways (fig 2.27 - 2.29). Remarkable
fluctuations of the growth lines prove rapid
or slow urbanisation of which some have
overlap with the different landscape layers.
1
It is assumed most people like to
live close to the Nhartanda valley and city
centre since those places were occupied
first. Some functions like hospitals, certain
shops and restaurants can only be found in
the city centre. Also some people like to go
to the Zambezi to take a bath or wash their
clothes.
2
Clayey areas are prefered above
sandstone and granite areas. On fig 2.27 is
shown that the granite and sandstone areas
were build last. From the interviews it is
known that it is easier to build on a clayey
soil because it is easier to dig (Appendix 6).
Therefor this research concludes a clayey
surface is an incentive for building.
3
Fig 2.28 shows the natural
waterways. It is shown that urbanisation
first took place around the natural streams
in the area. Probably people were dependent
on water before FIPAG established the fresh
water taps. People choose not to build in
the Nhartanda valley, one reason for this is
possibly because it is partly flooded during
the rainy season.
4
According to the director of the
Kwachena market, Muthemba expanded
towards the market when it was made
clear it was going to be constructed. Fig
2.29 also shows some clues that people
tend to be build close to public functions.
It is important to note that the Nhartanda
valley is protected by law, the map shows
this measure has positive effect on steering
urban growth.
No considerable overlap is seen between
roads and the growth lines, however when
zooming in it becomes visible people prefer
to build close to roads.

[fig. 2.29] growth lines and functions
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Whose space?

public, private, semi-private or nobodies

One of the most difficult but interesting challenges in
informal settlements is that nobody has clear responsibility
over the spaces in between people’s property. The use and
access of space in informal settlements confuses inhabitants
but also local and regional authorities. Sometimes residents
claim the rights to the same space or build on ‘public’ spaces
such as roads (field walk with Filipe, Appendix 6, p. 287).
Which leaves authorities to become mere observers than
effective controllers of the situation (Hansen & Vaa, 2004).
In Mozambique the state is official owner of the land. People
receive a permit for land use, which are acquired via the
Municipality or from neighbourhood offices. The permit is
called a DUAT, which allows people to use a place as they
want. However, the government is still the official owner
of the property. Some areas are protected, which means
people cannot obtain a DUAT for building or they are only
allowed to build elements that can be removed easily, such as
natural materials that also serve a collective purpose. Within
the city of Tete two areas are protected because they have
environmental qualities and important water resources. These
areas are the riverbanks of the Zambezi and the Nhartanda
Valley. In the Nhartanda valley this means that areas where
ground water is extracted should be protected from: the
building of houses and other kind of buildings, industries,
markets, slaughterhouses, soil excavations, cemeteries,
landfills and the use of fertilizers and pesticides. Hansen
and Vaa (2004) stress the importance of maintaining the
benefit of land nationalization for the public good. They
say privatization is not sustainable for social, economical
and political reasons because it benefits the politically and
economically powerful. An into depth research has shown
that “some form of decentralized land system, with local
registry and protection through structures answerable at
neighbourhood level is most likely to be the most appropriate,
supplemented by overall registry, guidance and supervision
at municipal level.” (interview with Saraiva, lawyer at ARA
Zambeze, Appendix 6, p. 256)
Day-to-day business in Tete is managed by the Municipal
Council of Tete. According to the official director of
Muthemba, of the 220.000 people the city of Tete inhabits,
36.275 people live in Muthemba (interview with district
officer, Appendix, p. 259). As explained on page 50 the
municipality has difficulty to provide basic infrastructure to
the informal settlements of Tete. This is mainly the result
of unpredictable building patterns. To get insight in the
needs and wishes of inhabitants, community involvement is

achieved through a number of channels (Conselho Municipal
de Tete (CMT), 2016):
1. Community Consultation Forums, meetings of community
leaders, at different levels in the community and the
neighbourhoods:
a. Chiefs of the units (Muthemba has 18 units)
b. Quarter chiefs (Muthemba has 145 quarters)
c. Chiefs of 10 houses (all quarters are split in areas
with 10 houses of which one of the owners of a house is chief)
d. Community and religious leaders
2. Advisory Councils, especially dealing with issues
concerning the PERPU (Strategic Urban Poverty Reduction
Programme)
3. Meetings organised by the Municipality
4. Hearings with the President of the Municipal Council
People living in Muthemba did not have the economic
capacity to acquire land via formal land supply systems. The
informal settlements are a solution to the failing land market.
In Tete, appointing chiefs of units and quarters has led to a
more or less functioning informal land market. This system
can be an “appropriate analytical basis for understanding the
perception of African urban dwellers” (Hansen and Vaa, 2004).
This thesis follows the arguments from Hansen and Vaa to
work with the patterns and processes in informal settlements
to eventually pose landscape interventions that implies
sustainable urban growth.
Different public spaces are characterised here into public,
private and semi-private space concepts. People and
organisations (schools, churches) have marked their
properties that they are allowed to use according to the
DUAT-law. Some people mark their space with a fence (fig
1.12 on page 18) other use more subtle methods like stones.
Most activities take place on private properties (interviews
with inhabitants, Appendix 6, p. 193, 194, 195). Furthermore,
people feel responsible for them and like to keep them clean
and organised (coded photo’s of private properties, Appendix
5, p. 155-160). In Muthemba, most houses were built in the
formation of a shared courtyard, which is also managed by
the inhabitants living close. Spaces that people do not occupy
or use are automatically public spaces. Since no zoning plan
is in act, the public spaces are fluid and highly sensitive
to informal building activities. However, public spaces are
crucial for the quality of living and functioning of cities in
general. World’s average of public spaces in urban areas is
30-40% while in African cities nowadays it is 15-20% (AfDBG,
OECD, & UNDP, 2016). Also, public spaces are essential for
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[fig 2.30] Public space typologies

[fig 2.31] private space

[fig 2.32] semi-private space

urban metabolism meaning the collection and transportation
of (human) waste and (waste) water. However, in Muthemba
nor the inhabitants nor the municipality feel entirely
responsible for those spaces, which leave them unprotected
and vulnerable for waste dumping and open defecation.
The current state and facilitation of these urban flows in
Muthemba is further discussed in chapter 2.5.
In the case of Muthemba the public spaces can be further
distinguished in ‘open spaces’, streams and roads. Roads have
a crucial function year round, mobilizing passengers, waste
collection and public transportation. The streams mainly have
a function during the rainy season, to drain the water to the
Nhartanda valley. The definition of ‘open spaces’ that is used
in this thesis is adopted from Germeraad (1990, p. 97): ‘space
enclosed by masses of built and natural elements creating
open areas which are used by people for specific and/or nonspecific living and work purposes and which make a positive
or non-positive (neutral or negative) contribution to the

[fig 2.33] public space

surroundings and/or users in the sense of being useful and
meaningful’.
The main assignment of this thesis is to propose suitable
landscape interventions that enable informal patterns
and processes but at the same time improve the urban
metabolism of Muthemba. Germeraad argues the following.
“mere preservation of the area will in many cases not be the
answer. The boundary and the functional character (e.g.
vegetable/fruit garden, meeting place) should be considered
as the part that contributes to the historical continuity of the
place, and should be kept.” New programs in public spaces
might stimulate user’s responsibility, identity and quality of
the place over time. Here I deliberately use the word ‘place’
because these functions hopefully trigger activities that
give ‘long memories’. The time aspect is important here,
for “engineers create localities but time is needed to create
place.” (Lynch, 1972)
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Problem tree (Appendix 2.3)
The problem tree provided in Appendix
page 70 and 71, resulted in the conclusion that the main problems present in
Muthemba are the result of lack of basic
infrastructure. Therefor the following
sections focus on how basic infrastructure could be incorporated in Muthemba.

[fig 2.34] waste water is collected and
reused by ducks
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Urban metabolism in Muthemba

[fig 2.35] waste accumulation in public spaces of Tete
In general, cities across the world are highly dependent
on hinterlands for their supply of resources and to dispose
unwanted residuals (Agudelo-Vera, Leduc, Mels, & Rijnaarts,
2012). This section elaborates on the problems and potentials
of the urban metabolism in Tete. As described in the
introduction of this thesis, the Nhartanda valley, Muthemba
district and the new treatment site could become a circular
web of urban resources. Faecal sludge, waste water, fresh
water and solid waste are the main flows focussed on in
this thesis, which nowadays often get mingled in the public
places. For example wastewater streams take up solid waste
on the roads and rain water gets polluted due to presence
of faecal sludge in public spaces. Separating the urban flows
of wastes is crucial to improve urban metabolism. The
new treatment site proposed by EEplan and ARA Zambeze
will recycle human feces to a fertilizer. By doing this, the
water resources remain fairly fresh, and valuable nutrients
are reused for food-production for people living in Tete. In
cooperation with Rosanne Vlaar and ARA Zambeze, this thesis
aims at facilitating circular flows of nutrient, material and
water to decrease pollution of local and regional ecosystems
and reclaim these urban resources. In this thesis the term
‘urban metabolism’ adopted, introduced by Wolman (1965).
This thesis acknowledges Kennedy et al. (2010, p.1) who
argue: “cities are similar to organisms in that they consume
resources from their surroundings and excrete wastes. Of
course, cities are more complex than single organisms - and
are themselves home to multitude of organisms - humans,
animals and vegetation. Thus the notion that cities are

like ecosystems is also appropriate. Natural ecosystems
are generally energy self-sufficient, or are subsidized by
sustainable inputs, and often approxumately consere mass,
through recycling by detrivores.” The input and outputs of
Muthemba are summed up in this chapter and called ‘urban
flows’.
Facilitation of urban flows
The goal of the municipality of Tete and ARA Zambeze is
to facilitate circular urban flows of nutrients, water and
materials. Within Muthemba, informal building practices
make it difficult to establish basic infrastructure that
separates, collects and transports urban resources.
The goal of the municipality within the public spaces of
Muthemba is illustrated in the first diagram on the next page
(fig 2.36). Nodes that illustrate toilets, water taps and waste
bins are distributed across Muthemba. The matter is collected
and transported over the existing infrastructure, visualized
by the urban flows. Also rainwater and waste water is safely
disposed. However, currently the situation has resulted in the
diagram showed below on the left. The amount of toilets and
waste bins are insufficient to deal with the amount of faecal
sludge and solid waste, as will be further explained on p. 58
and 59. Thus, the urban nodes (places of collection) are weak,
shown on the two diagrams on figure 1.24. Also, the existing
flows like roads, natural drains and waste water drainage is
not sufficient. The existing drains (natural streams) are too
small during the rainy season, and erosion is occurring. There
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is no sewage, and inhabitants complain the faecal sludge is
not collected often enough, which is normally done by trucks.
Nutrients, materials and fresh water are wasted, causing
pollution of the environment of Muthemba and low quality of
life.

those problems. Ultimately it is researched what the potential
is of facilitating improving urban metabolism of Muthemba.
The impact of the flows on the environment will be analysed
on a local, regional and global scale.

In the following sections, the current situation around
different flows of matter will be discribed separately, being
solid waste, faecal sludge and water. Three questions will
be answered per urban flow 1) where does the urban flow
currently manifest 2) what are the problems around the urban
flow 3) what are the plans of the municipality to overcome

[fig 2.36] flows and nodes in urban metabilism Municipal
goal and reality
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[fig 2.37] open defecation and solid waste in the natural streams that drain rainwater
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Faecal sludge

[fig 2.38] open defecation in open well in Nhartanda valley
streams

latrines
public places

Nhartanda valley
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Where?
Faecal sludge in Muthemba is either disposed in latrines and
collected by the municipality or disposed out in the open in
the public places. A study by EEPLAN (Matos, 2016) concluded
that in the peri-urban areas of Tete only 3 % of the population
owns a latrine and 97% practices open defecation. From
interviews and the observation study can be concluded that
people openly defecate at places distant, but still close to
their homes (10-30 m) in unused public spaces with enough
privacy. These places many manifest in the natural streams of
Muthemba or in the Nhartanda valley edge.
Problems
Open defecation has negative impact on inhabitants and
the environment, it leads to contamination of soil and
(drinking) which causes health problems like diarrhoea, loss
of nutrients and an unattractive site. (Katukiza et al., 2012;
Kironde & Yhdego, 1997; Langergraber & Muellegger, 2005) The
Nhartanda valley contains too much nitrate and also E.coli
bacteria as a result of open defecation (see map page 63).
Water from the Nhartanda valley is pumped up by FIPAG who
purifies it and provides it as drinking water to inhabitants of
Tete.
Plans of the municipality
According to Rafael Luis Teiubo (Head of the sanitation
department of the municipality) it is not possible to expand
the sewage system of the city centre to the peri-urban areas
because of lack of money (interview with Rafael, Appendix

[fig 2.39] incentives for open
defecation

6, p. 153). This has two reasons: the topology and soil does
not allow constructing the sewage system easily and the lack
of infrastructure makes it difficult to implement the pipes.
The municipality of Tete in cooperation with ARA-Zambeze
and Ministry of Public Works and Housing has put forward
ideas to enhance the faecal sludge collection and treatment
in Muthemba. The municipality together with ARA Zambeze
and other organizations have shown interest to establish
a treatment plant called ETLF (Estacoes de Tratamento de
Lamas Facais) combined with a landfill 10 kilometres from
Muthemba. This site will treat the sludge from the latrines
(of which many still have to be build). The treatment site
is located close to a landfill, where organic waste will be
composted with faecal sludge into a fertilizer. The sludge
will be collected with trucks and transferred to the treatment
sites. The locations for the deposit points are not planned
yet. EEPLAN (Engineering, environment and planning ltd)
advocates normal, ecological and urine separator toilets,
subsidised by the municipality. The toilets have to be raised,
since it is hard to dig in the hard surface of sandstone and
to prevent them from flooding. A few inhabitants of Tete
have constructed such a toilet already. The municipality has
plans to build 18 new latrines in the peri-urban areas of Tete,
of which approximately 7 in Tete. (Matos, 2016; interviews
Appendix 6, photo coding Appendix 4)
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Solid waste

[fig 2.40] insufficient container and waste dumping
streams
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Where?
Solid waste is collected in waste containers that are
distributed along roads in public places in Muthemba. In
total 146 containers are located in the peri-urban areas
of Tete. According to the municipality, waste is collected
every day. The waste bins are collected with trucks by the
municipality and dumbed on a landfill site 10 km from the
city. Rafael Luis Teiubo (head of the sanitation department
of the Municipality) explains waste is not yet separated at
the landfill sites. Interviews and the observation study tell
that waste is often dumbed or burned by the inhabitants
within Muthemba, the Nhartanda valley. According to them,
the municipality does not collect waste often enough, and
sometimes the waste containers are insufficient. According
to Okot-Okumu inhabitants of East-African cities on average
produce 0.66 to 0.9 kg/cap per day. (Okot-okumu, 2011, p. 4;
interview with Rafael Appendix 6 p. 253; observation study;
interviews with inhabitants Appendix 6 (p. 236, 240, 242, …)
Problems
Current waste practices in Muthemba are causing
contamination of ground and water resources, loss of
materials, health problems, air pollution and an uninviting
site. According to Okot-Okumu (2011) the waste composition
from households in East-African cities, mainly consists of
biowaste (around 60 - 80%), paper (6-12 %), plastic (10%),
glass (1-4%) and metal (1-3%). He also argues E-waste is
increasingly becoming a problem for water and air quality.
(Okot-okumu, 2011, p. 5) During the rainy season the waste

distant from houses

[fig 2.41] incentives for solid
waste disposal
in open areas in Muthemba flows to the Nhartanda valley,
partly as a result of this the (drinking) water resources are at
risk. (WEconsult, 2014)
Plans of the municipality
The rainy season is the time of the year the solid waste is
most polluting for the Nhartanda valley, Zambezi or other
urban areas, because the waste is transported via the water.
The municipality has appointed women groups to gather
and dispose the waste called INA, especially before the
rainy season (interview with district officer of Muthemba,
Appendix 6, p. 259). The women get a small amount of
money for doing the job. Furthermore a commercial on the
local radio activates people to dispose the waste properly
before the rainy season starts (radio commercial during
field trip). Also, the municipality wants to inform people on
the hazards of waste to people and the environm¬ent and
penalize vandalism of the containers. In 2016 the municipality
wanted to place 44 extra containers across the city of Tete
of which 15 are actually realized. A new law in Maputo (the
capital of Mozambique) has been installed to decrease the
amount of waste, which forbids retailers to provide free
plastic bags. The municipality of Tete is also considering to
implement a similar law (interview with Rafael Appendix 6
p. 153; observation study; WEconsult, 2014)
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Fresh/rain water

[fig 2.42] height of extreme flooding pointed out on a house
private tap
public well
FIPAG treatment tower
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Where?
Fresh water is provided by FIPAG, a private water supply
company concerned with extracting, treating and distributing
fresh water to inhabitants of Tete. For Muthemba district,
water is extracted from the water resources 7 m below the
surface of Nhartanda valley (9 boreholes). They also have
boreholes located in the Revuboe river (12 boreholes) and
close to Moatize (8 boreholes) which is on the other side of
the Zambezi (map on page 26 and 27). Water is pumped to
the water treatment towers, where it is mixed with chloride.
The treatment towers are located on the elevated areas in
Muthemba, from here water is distributed to the (private)
taps in Muthemba. The tariff for water is 118 MT per 5m3 for
normal users, which is relatively cheap. Rainwater is not
collected, FIPAG believes rainwater recharges the aquifer
of the Nhartanda valley and is naturaly filtered through the
soil. Some people have constructed their own wells with
hand pump, however the risk of saline water is high. The
handpump wells, shown on the picture, are located in the
public spaces of Muthemba. (Interview with Alex, boss of
the technical department of FIPAG, Appendix 6, page 249;
WEconsult, 2014) Relatively fresh water in the Nhartanda
valley is naturally recharged via rain water and water from
the Zambezi. In Muthemba, during the rainy season, the
water is drained with natural streams to the Nhartanda valley
(Appendix 2.2).
Problems
FIPAG argues that the water quality of the Nhartanda valley is
not sufficient, Alex Chiluva (boss of the technical department
of FIPAG) tells nitrate and iron are the main problem. Iron
contamination is caused by the natural and geographical

[fig 2.43] location of water resources
situation (soil type). Nitrate contamination can be directed
to human activities, such as open defecation in the streams
and valley and use of fertilizers and chemical pesticides by
farmers. FIPAG encounters a number of problems 1) high
energy-costs for the treatment of the water 2) supplyproblems to specific districts because of topology and
sandstone 3) pipes break and water is spilled. In the natural
streams in Muthemba, erosion happens, especially inhabitants
digging for clay and sand for building materials, makes
the sediments come loose. Furthermore flooding happens
regularly during the rainy season. On the picture above Philip
points out how high the water can get during the rainy season
(Interview with Alex and inhabitants; field walks with Claudio
and municipal worker, Appendix 6, page 246, 249, 262, 273,
274)
Plans of FIPAG
FIPAG, WEconsult and ARA Zambeze expect the contamination
of the water resources in the Nhartanda to become much
worse, to a point where it will be more efficient to collect
water from the Zambezi river. This plan to extract water from
the Zambezi, is set out over 10-20 years and has feasibility
of this project has to be further researched. They are also
planning to increase the amount of boreholes in the Revuboe.
The municipality and ARA Zambeze try to discourage clay
and sand extraction in the natural drains. (WEconsult,
2014; Interview with Alex, Appendix 6, page 249); Conselho
Municipal de Tete (CMT), 2016)
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Waste water

[fig 2.44] waste water stream along a road, greenery
profits from the water availability
private tap
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Where?
The wastewater in Muthemba originates from fresh water
people use for drinking, bathing, washing, cooking etc. Sometimes, the wastewater is collected in a small pond where
water can be reused for animals on the property (e.g. ducks)
fig 2.25 Most of the time the water is guided off peoples
properties towards the roads. Often the water infiltrates in
the soil relatively quick due to dry circumstances, however
the sandstone soil slows down the process. The wastewater
from multiple taps end up in a small continuous streams over
the roads (fig 2.32), ending up down hill were green spots
arise during the dry season. In the rainy season the natural
drains and guide the rain to the Nhartanda valley. (Interviews
with inhabitants and field walk with Filipe, Claudio and Magu,
Appendix 6, p. 276, 242, 260, …)

[fig 2.45] location of waste
water in Muthemba

is not possible because of the hard surface. The new district
proposed in the New Urban plan (p. 25) will have a sewage
system. (Interview with Rafael, Appendix 6, p. 153)

Problems
Neighbouring inhabitants complain of mosquito breeding and
snakes in areas where water ponds or green swampy areas
arise (Interview with Laurinda, Appendix 6 p. 244). Also, the
wastewater streams on the roads are causing erosion worsening the accessibility of the roads. Sometimes the streams
take up some solid waste, leading to filthy and smelly circumstances that lead to soil and water pollution. (Observation study and field walk with Filipe and Claudio, Appendix 6,
p. 242)
Plans of the municipality
The municipality is not planning to improve the drainage system of wastewater because there is lack of money and sewage
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[fig 2.46] Unsustainable water cyclus between
the Nhartanda and Muthemba
Regional impact of the urban metabolism of Muthemba
Weak urban flows have negative consequences for people
living in Muthemba and for the environment on local scale but
also regionally and even globally. Regional studies, done by
ARA Zambeze and WeConsult1 have indicated the contamination of water resources in the Nhartanda valley and Zambeze.
The results of a detailed hydrogeological study for monitoring
the water quality and quantity in the Nhartanda valley aquifer
system is illustrated on the right page (fig 2.47). They conclude that the main problems related to water in the Nhartanda
valley are:
1. Groundwater level lowering, which is the cause of overexploitation of the water resources due to growing demand of
drinking water.
2. Contamination of the water resources due to:
2.1 Solid waste disposition.
2.2 Open defecation
2.3 Fertilizers and pesticides used by farmers in the Nhartanda valley
2.4 Exploitation of impermeable layers of clay that used to
block waste water from the aquifer
2.5 Waste water flows going to the Nhartanda valley
3. Presence of brackish water and iron in the water is probably
cause by a geological/tectonic source

Except for problems related to farming in the Nhartanda valley all causes of water pollution are related to the neighbouring human population. Fig 2.33 above illustrates the negative
consequences between the Nhartanda valley and Muthemba.
Fresh water is extracted and treated by FIPAG (p. 60) from
the Nhartanda valley, the water goes to people living in
Muthemba, where they use it for washing and cooking. The
waste water often infiltrates in the soil where it flows back
to the Nhartanda valley (p. 61). During the rainy season the
faecal sludge and solid waste in the streams also ends up in
the Nhartanda valley, poluting the drinking water aquifer.
The pollution2 and contamination3 of water resources
also influences larger ecosystems. Solid waste, nitrate and
E.Coli also imfluences the chemical and physical organisation and thus the ecosystems of the Zambeze river. Especially
solid waste influences organisms living in the Zambeze, but
also in the indian Ocean. Since the flow rate of the Zambeze
is high, the concentrations of natural components like nitrate
are relatively small and have little impact.
Other practices, like uncontrolled waste burning
causes air-pollution. Climate change is a result of methane
concentrations that reach up to 50% due to anaerobic decomposition on landfills, also burning waste leads to greenhouse
gas emmissions. (Alam and Ahmade, 2013)
WEConsult: “A group of companies consisting of water resources
and environmental specialists, GIS and database experts, engineers
and architects providing professional advice and management for
development projects in Eastern and Southern Africa.” (WE-Consult,
2016)
2 /3
The difference between contamination and pollution: “Contamination is simply the presence of a substance where it should not be
or at concentrations above background. Pollution is contamination
that results in or can result in adverse biological effects to resident
communities.” (Chapman, 2007)
1

On figure 2.34 on the next page it is illustrated that the
amount of Nitrate is above the ideal situation, as an example,
guidelines by WHO set a maximum of nitrate concentrations
in water of 50 mg/l in drinking water. (WHO, 2011) Also E.Coli
bacteria levels in the water, caused by open defecation or
animal waste, are unsafe for people.
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[fig. 2.47] Nitrate and E.Coli pollution in the Nhartanda valley
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[fig 2.48] unsustainable water cyclus between the Nhartanda and Muthemba
As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the aim of this
thesis is to maximize nutrient, material and water efficiency
flows to enhance the urban metabolism. This is in line with
the goals of ARA Zambeze and the municipality to enhance
the water quality of the water resources in the Nhartanda
valley.
In this thesis the concept and solution oriented theory
of urban flows of Bieker et al (2010) is adopted. Bieker,
Cornel and Wagner studied urban flows of materials and
water in rapidly urbanizing areas in Hanoi. They argue
that to be able to pose integrated solutions towards new
infrastructural systems for water, faecal sludge and solid
waste in developing cities, observation of existing flows is
important. They demonstrate in their research that a semicentralised approach on district level has many advantages
above a centralized system. They say, centralized systems
are inflexible, which makes it hard for municipalities to
provide services when urbanisation accelerates. Also costs
tend to be high, since large-scale grid networks need short
and long-term capital commitment. However, on the other
hand, private solutions such as compost toilets and urine
separation techniques lack quality and monitoring in rapidly
growing urban areas on hygiene, surveillance, maintenance
and performance. The semi-centralized system provides tools
to overcome shortcomings of the scale of both systems. They
add: “Intra-urban recycling, especially water reuse and energy

recovery from waste and sludge, require compact systems,
which avoid long-distance transports of waste water, waste
and sludge and foster a close-by treatment of domestic
material flows. Best fitted solutions for new infrastructure
systems require the consideration of the arising water and
material flows.” This model is in line with the goal to adapt
to informal patterns and processes. Important features of this
model are 1) integrated treatment of solid waste and sewage
sludge and 2) intra-urban reuse of water. They mention the
scale varies between 50.000 to 100.000 connected people in
one district, but smaller units are also worth considering.
(Bieker et al., 2010)
In figure 2.48 it is illustrated all wastes, currently polluting
the environment (black), can be turned into new resources
(green). Reusing materials and nutrients has spin off
effects for inhabitants of Muthemba providing income
and employment in for example construction, treatment,
cleaning and agriculture. Turning wastes into new resources
sometimes demands a shift in people’s perspective on waste.
Engler (2004) wrote a book on designing America’s waste
landscapes. She acknowledges that waste, and especially
‘human waste’, represents disorder, impurity, formlessness
and death. When something has de capacity to make us ill,
we want to make it to disappear (Engler, 1995). According
to Lynch (1990), our discomfort with waste or dirt is as
much a creation of our minds as a result of actual dangers.
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[fig 2.49] facilitating urban metabolism in public spaces of Muthemba
In the Western world, we have become distant from our
faeces; we trust our authorities with it, and like to keep
it that way. However, we do not notice that humans are
persistently mismanaging their waste, “creating new types
at an increasing pace and in excessive quantities without
establishing recovery mechanisms that enable their flow and
circulation back into the cultural or natural systems.” (Engler,
2004, p.1) One may notice that nature, although not often
perceived as such, is cleaner since it is able to consume, use
and recycle all its forms of waste. A farmer, Laura Haraosh,
interviewed on this topic in the Nhartanda valley was open to
try the fertilizer made of human feces (Appendix 6, p. 65).

concept illustrated in figure 2.49 further by zooming in
posing landscape designs for open spaces, streams and
roads. Together they form a green spatial framework that
protect public spaces for the future and improve the urban
metabolism.

Facilitating urban metabolism in the public spaces of
Muthemba requires at least 1) protection of public spaces
against informal settlements so they can facilitate urban flows
2) establishment of waste collection through public toilets,
waste bins and local waste water treatment.
Forbidding people to built in the by law is one way that tends
to work in the Nhartanda valley and flood plains (historical
analysis; Interview with Saraiva Appendix 6). However,
another method is providing incentives for people to occupy
the public spaces and feel responsible for them. Also, creating
a nice microclimate for people to sit and gather might
increase people’s appreciation of the place.
The landscape design discussed in chapter 4 will take the
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Chapter 2 provides the problems and
potentials of the urban metabolism of
Muthemba. It provides insight in the dependency of people on ecosystem services
like fresh water from the Nhartanda valley.
However, although not intended, people do
not take good care of crucial ecosystems.
This chapter elaborates on the relation between human and nature and how
sustainable development between the two
can be reached in the context of sub-Saharan Africa through landscape architecture. Evidence is provided for unsustainable
development of Tete and theory on proper
landscape-analysis and design guidelines
for sustainable development are considered.
This chapter answers the following research questions:
- What is the current landscape sustainability of Tete? (3.2)
- What design guidelines in landscape
architecture theory ensure sustainable
development? (3.1)
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3.1		

Theoretical framework

There is – of necessity – an unbridgeable gap, a void, between our dominant view of Nature (as a predictable and determined set of processes that tends
toward a (dynamic) equilibrium – but one that is disturbed by our human actions and that can be ‘rectified’ with proper sustainable practices – and the acting-out of natures as an (often) unpredictable, differentiated, incoherent, open-ended, complex, chaotic (although by no means unordered or unpatterned)
set of processes. The latter implies the existence not only of many natures, but, more importantly, it also assumes the possibility of all sorts of possible future
natures, all manner of imaginable different human-nonhuman assemblages and articulations, and all kinds of different possible socioenvironmental becomings.
(Swyngedouw, 2007, p.19)

In this chapter an overview of the theoretical background is
given that is found useful to design sustainable landscapes
in informal settlements in Africa. This knowledge is essential
for understanding that sustainability is inherently complex
and varies in perspectives, involving different (time-)scales
and stakeholders. Sustainable development is dependent on
peoples attitude towards nature, which are changing all the
time. This chapter will elaborate on the concept ‘ecosystem
services’, that tries to find solutions towards balancing
environmental, economic and societal goals. Recently, the
ecosystem-services approach has been critisized by different
disciplines, therefor this research looks for new insights on
sustainable development and tries to specify it sustainability
in urban areas in developing countries. A new model will
be presented that proposes an approach towards testing
sustainable development, in which time has a central role in
analysing and designing landscapes. This is done by using
models on landscape sustainability from Duchhart (2007),
Ostrom (2007), Wu (2010) and Potschin and Haines-Young
(2011), and guidelines from adaptive ecological design.
Attitudes towards nature
People’s perspective on nature has been changing over time
and has influenced the way humans have exploited and
conserved natural resources. People have been seeking for
peace, meaning and order in nature but at the same time
felt overwhelmed, and tried to dominate the hazards of it.
This has not been a recent discourse, our relation to nature
has been one of central concern in anthropology (Descola
& Palsson, 1996). Nature is often seen as the opposite from
culture and urban, this view emerged in the nineteenth
century during the industrial revolution (Waldheim, 2006)
Ian McHarg also stated the problem of nature in man’s
world during the twentieth century. He, among others, has
encouraged an ecological perspective that unites people with
nature in urban areas. As a spatial planner, he invented a map
study that investigates different layers of the landscape to
understand the patterns and processes in the landscape and
pose the right interventions to promote natural processes in
the public domain (McHarg, 1969). This tool shows perhaps

[fig 3.1] triple bottom line base on (Elinkton, 2004)
what separates “natural” and “unnatural”, since if humans
would act like other organisms, they would be guided by
individual self-interest, and there would be no moral or
aesthetic call to environmental stewardship (Collins et al.,
2000).
Urban ecologists, like Collins et al. (2000) stress ecological
theories can not perfectly be translated to urban situations
and therefor they encourage “borrowing from” social sciences.
It is assumed that nature in human dominated areas has the
main task to support human patterns and processes, like
storing water, providing fresh air and food (Gorden, 1992;
Oikonomou et al, 2011). However urban ecosystems influence
surrounding ecosystems in multiple ways resulting in a chain
of reactions that have impact on large scale patterns and
processes on the planet (Collins et al, 2000).
Last years, urban ecosystems have also been studied in
developing countries. Ecosystems in developing cities are
under pressure due to rapid urbanisation, which leads to
pollution of water resources and exploitation of natural
resources (UN-Habitat, 2013).
Sustainable development
The ultimate goal of this research is to investigate how
public places in informal settlements in Tete can be more
sustainable. Sustainability has become a buzzword used
frequently today in politics, social media, scientific literature
and project outlines (Britton, 2017; Katukiza et al., 2012;
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Newsroom, 2017; Scoones, 2007; TRAVELERS TODAY, 2017;
among others).
In 1987 the WCED (World Commission on Environment
and Development) defined sustainable development as:
“development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 41). Later the chairman of the
WCED revised the definition in the US National Research
Council’s sustainability report (1999) to: “the reconciliation
of society’s developmental goals with its environmental
limits over the long term” (Clark & Dickson, 2003, p.1). The
popularity of this definition lies within two factors according
to Wu (2013), 1) it demonstrated the balance between
society and nature and equity among generations 2) its
vague description allows for new interpretations within
different disciplines and fields. The Triple Bottom Line model
was invented by John Elkington (Co-founder of Chair of
SustainAbility) in 1994, he argues sustainable development
consists of three pillars: society, environmental and
economy. Daly (1995) stresses the three dimensions should be
complementary or balanced, not substitutes. To support this
he gives examples like: “What good is a saw-mill without a
forest; a fishing boat without fish; an irrigated farm without
an aquifer or river?” (Daly, 1995, p. 51). Thus, according to
those authors, balancing the environment, the economy and
human well-being is key for sustainable development.

2. regulating services (regulation of: infectious diseases,
climate, air quality, detoxification of wastes etc.)
3. supporting services (key ecological systems providing
nutrients, water, sediments, etc.)
4. cultural services (identity, well-being, knowledge systems,
heritage values, social interactions etc.)
Ecosystem services provide insight in the relation between
ecosystems and human well-being (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, 2005).
Critique on ecosystem services
Last years, authors from different disciplines have stressed
the difficulty to translate the ecosystem-services approach in
actual decision making on the local scale (Barnaud & Antona,
2014; Buizer, Elands, & Vierikko, 2016; Cowell & Lennon, 2014;
Ostrom, 2007; Potschin & Haines-Young, 2011). Below three
main bodies of critique on ecosystem-services are stated.
1. Socio-economic oriented goals
Some authors argue that ecosystem services emphasize

Ecosystem services
The ecosystem-services approach has played a role in the
discussion around sustainability the past two decades.
(Wu, 2013) MEA (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment)
reports in 2005 that ecosystem services are important to
bridge environmental, economic and societal goals. The
definition they used in the report is: “ecosystem services are
the benefits people obtain from ecosystems” (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005, p. 7). They have distinguished

the one-directional relationship between human (demand)
and nature (supply) (Buizer et al., 2016; Gomez-Baggethun
& Ruiz-Perez, 2011; Jabareen, 2013) Lele et al (2013) explains
that ecosystem services suggests a simplified positive
relationship, which is not true in all cases. With an example
he clearifies wildlife can have negative influences on crops
or even human lives. Others have argued the ecosystemservices approach tries to turn complex ecosystems into
commodities for human development (Gómez-Baggethun &
Barton, 2013). For this reason, Hein et al (2006) do not include
‘supporting services’ in their valuation because it may lead
to ‘double counting’ and the amount of ecosystem processes
are too numerous and difficult to distinguish. But isn’t taking
into account society and economy in the Triplex model also
double-counting human goals over nature’s goals? Jabareen
argues sustainable development per definition proposes
economical and social growth which is in contrast with

ecosystem services in:
1. provisioning services (fresh water, food, timber, fuel, etc.)

ecological sustainability that focuses on ‘subsisting over time’
(Jarabeen, 2008, p.181).

[fig 3.2] Model showing a sustainable relationship between human and
natural capital over time (Potschin and Haines-Young, 2011, p. 588)
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2. Spatial dimension
Cowling et al (2008) states the spatial
scale of the service providing ecosystem
is important and calles it the “Service
Providing Unit”. However, Potschin and
Haines-Young (2011) propose that the
specific boundaries of an ecosystem is not
the problem, but dealing with influences
originating from different spatial scales
on the issues at stake at a specific place.
Hein et al. (2006, p. 225) argue most of the
benefits of ‘nature conservation service’
rise above the national level, making it
very complex to quantify the value of

[fig 3.3] Model showing different landscape systems influencing the landscape,
being abiotic, biotic and occupation processes as well as economical, political and
cultural drivers. (Duchhart, 2007)

these global ecosystem services. In the
next section, the issue of scale will be
further investigated.
3. Equity between stakeholders and
generations
It is difficult to examine how benefits
and costs are distributed among different
stakeholders and institutions. (Hein et al,
2006) The needs and wishes of different
stakeholders have to be analysed in order
to guess the impact for different groups of
people (Potschin & Haines-Young, 2011).
According to Pickett et al. (2013), social
justice is a core principle in sustainable
development that is often overlooked.
Important is the notion in the WCED (1987)
report on sustainable development that:
“development [should meet] the needs
of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their
own needs”. Lele et al. argue that often the
well-being of todays generation are given
higher priority resulting in disadvantages
for future generations (Lele et al, 2013).
Potschin and Haines-Young (2011) have
developed a model showing reinvesting
in ecosystems over time is necessary for a
sustainable relation between human and
natural capital (fig 3.2).

[fig 3.4] A framework for landscape sustainability including time (scales) and different socio, economical, environmental systems, drivers and trends (Wu, 2013)

In stead of using ecosystem services, this research tries to balance human
and ecological goals in cities through landscape architecture. Girardet is an
influential urban ecologist states unsustainable practices can only be overcome
by an regenerative approach to halt processes like climate change and to
restore soils, forests and water resources (World Future Council & Girardet,
2013). The following sections investigate what landscape architecture can mean
for sustainable or restorative development of cities in developing countries.
Sustainable development of developing cities
“In developing countries, where poverty and necessity play a large role in the
way many people earn a living, economy of means becomes critical to survival”
(Hough, 1995, p. 21) Sustainable development in developing countries is even
more difficult to obtain since both human beings and ecosystems seem to
be in pressing need. However, we should not forget, human and ecological
conditions are both served by for example high-quality public transportation,
sustainable urban agriculture, solid waste collection, improved water quality
and sanitation (Pugh, 2000, pp. 82, 83). Pugh distinguishes two main trends in
literature on sustainability in developing countries related to the environment.
The first is the “brown agenda” representing pressing issues in cities for
people who live in bad circumstances due to urbanisation. The second is the
“green agenda” representing needs of ecosystems to reach full potential. On
the previous page, Jarabeen stated that socio-economical growth often is
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[fig 3.5-3.10] landscape framework design guidelines
in contrast with ecological sustainability. Pugh proposes
balancing the agendas is essential for poverty reduction
and environmental conservation (Pugh, 2000). On page 72
a model is introduced that illustrates human development
and ecological sustainability are researched seperately and
as the terms together suggest, is essential for ‘sustainable
development’. In the next section the landscape architecture
discipline provides indicators on these topics.
Landscape sustainability
Foregoing authors stress that understanding the relations
between spatial scales, time-scales, stakeholders and
biophysical systems is important (Hein et al., 2006; Pickett et
al., 2011). Landscape architects are used to analyzing social,
ecological, cultural, politial and economical forces on the
landscape and pose place specific solutions to unsustainable
practices.
Different authors have tried to alter the ‘Triple Bottom Line’
in figure 3.1 to demonstrate the pillars of sustainability of the
landscape. According to Selman (2008) the Triple Bottom
Line should be expanded to five dimensions: environment,
economics, society, governance and aesthetics1. Musacchio
has recognized six dimensions to landscape sustainability
labelled as the 6 E’s: environment, economy, equity,
aesthetics, experience and ethics (Musacchio, 2009).
Duchhart (2007) stresses the importance of understanding
sociocultural, economic and political linkages to physical
landscapes. She has observed, in different projects carried
out in Kenyan towns over 10 years that the sustainability
of landscapes was depended on close cooperation and
maintenance by individuals and community groups. Through
this, she shows the relevance of maintenance or ‘Reinvesting
in natural capital’ (as described in the critique on ecosystem
services) to gain sustainable development on the long term.
The model shown on the next page is an integration of
Kerkstra’s triplex-landscape model (horizontal layers) with
Kleefmann’s model showing the sociophysical-organisation.
This model provides on overview of the different forces on
a landscape, that should be analysed in order to be able to
propose sustainable solutions. This model is an important tool
in this thesis to analyse the different layers and systems that
influence the landscape in Tete.
Wu (2013) has investigated the definition of sustainability

within the landscape ecology field. He has proposes the model
shown in fig 3.4, illustrating the relation between ecosystem
services, the landscape, human well-being and drivers that
affect these systems. He puts the system in different scales
(landscape, regional and global) and time-perspectives (year,
decade and century) to illustrate the systems are responsive
to change and contexts. For sustainable design Wu proposes:
“minimizing the consumption of space and resources,
optimizing urban form to facilitate urban flows, protecting
both ecosystem and human health, ensuring equal access to
resources and services, and maintaining cultural and social
diversity and integrity” (Wu, 2010, p. 2). These principles are,
among others, used as guidelines for sustainable development
of landscapes.
Both Duchhart (2007) and Wu (2013) propose frameworks that
both show the interrelation of the landscape with human well
being involving different (time)-scales and socio, economical
and political dimensions. In this thesis both frameworks
are found useful in finding the relation between human and
ecological patterns and processes.
The influence of theories on the landscape design of this
thesis are twofold. First, design guidelines are adopted from
different scholars and landscape architects that promote
sustainability and ecological perspectives in landscape
designs. Second, previous stated theories have been used to
develop an integrative model to investigate current landscape
sustainability in Tete.
Landscape framework design guidelines
Sustainable landscape designs in cities ask for regenerative
or sustainable approaches that focus on the future. Urban
designers and scholars borrow theories from ecological
sciences like metabolism and put it in an urban context.
For designs to be sustainable and regenerative the different
authors pose that, ecological principles and flexibility over
time is important. The term ‘Adaptive ecological design’ will
be used to describe the set of design guidelines used in this
thesis, the concept is adopted from Czerniak and Hargreaves
(2007).
The approach put forward by Czerniak and Hargreaves is
based on self-sustaining, resilient parks that are adaptive
throughout time. Large parks are able to include divers
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large scale networks

non-programming

(Czerniak, 2007; Corner,

(Corner, 1999)

2004; Kerkstra, 1988)

connecting urban
flows

long term strategy
and impermanence

multiple forms of
organisation

(Belanger, 2009; Girardet,

(Belanger, 2009; Corner,

(Corner, 2004; Czerniak,

2004; Hough, 1995)

1999; Hough, 1995;

2007; Kerkstra, 1988)

Kerkstra, 1988)

programming and ecology which makes it suitable for
complex challenges in sustainability.2 The complex reality of
multiple ecological and human systems can be overcome by

in two ways. Firstly it shows how ‘unwanted’ products
become requirements for another life cycle and secondly, it
illustrates the role of a designer to create optimal conditions

layering multiple forms of organization on the site.3 Adaptive
ecological design promotes ecological fitness, cultural vitality
and economic health of landscape interventions. (Czerniak &
Hargreaves, 2007)

for human and natural ‘succession’.

James Corner is a landscape architect and theorist, who
is designer of Fresh Kills Park (New York) that focuses on
restoring a landfill area. He proposes ‘design strategies’ are
fundamental for the advancement of landscapes and ecology.
To him, strategic models should 1) accept the complex,
multi-dimensional realities of a site by using techniques like
mapping, diagramming, research, testing, shaping, imaging
etc. 2) work with “large-scale spatial organization and
[dynamic] relational structuring among parts” 3) let a project
unfold over time by providing conditions in stead of fixed
end-result (Corner, 2004, p. 2). He introduces the concept
of ‘non-programming’, which means public space should be
flexible to different uses that unfold over time, this is beneficial
in economical and social terms.
Bélanger, landscape architect and scholar, has a similar point
of view as Corner. In the article ‘Landscape as Infrastructure’
he mentions: “a long-term, visionary out-look (prevalent in
large public authorities) with expeditious, project-orientated
focus is necessary in order to address economic, environmental
and social imperatives.” (Belanger, 2009, p. 91) He is concerned
with urban metabolism and explains that spin-offs of urban
(waste) flows can optimize resource efficiency and create winwin situations. (Bélanger, 2009)
Hough (1995) is concerned with implementing ecological
theories in urban areas.4 In this thesis this quote is interpreted

North (2017) recently investigated design examples that
focus on sustainable landscapes which are open to dynamic
processes and involve communities. She uses the word
landscape frameworks - “as opposed to rigidly formed and
programmed parks - are open to dynamic processes, and
invite community input, which results in spaces that are able
to accept multiple programs and iterations” (North, 2017, p.
3)5. This results in successful adaptable public space design
and transition from private to public space.
Kerkstra was scholar and landscape architect at Wageningen
University. He was advocate of the ‘casco-approach’ in Dutch
agricultural areas. The approach was focussed on long-term
goals and visionary results. The casco approach promoted
the idea of a strict division between nature and (agri)
culture. The landscape framework was multifunctional in
natureconservation, forestery, recreation, water management
that supported agricultural fields where production was
optimized. The design of the framework itself is placespecific, and dependent on marco-patternts and current
land-use. (Kerkstra & Vrijlandt, 1988)
The above mentioned statements are translated into usable
design guidelines for sustainable and regenerative landscape
design shown below. The authors of which the design
guideline is adopted are stated below and can be found in the
text above.
1,2,3,4,5

see page 72.

Framework (for testing) landscape sustainability
This section introduces a model that illustrates landscape
sustainability over time. It is assumed, following earlier
stated authors, that sustainability in developing cities can be
reached through balancing the green and brown agenda5 over
time. Analysing current systems that influence the landscape,
proposed by Duchhart (2007) should be done at all times and is
essential for proposing suitable landscape interventions.
step 1 The preconditions for the landscapes illustrated in this
model are that they 1) are the result of socio-, economical-,
govenmental, cultural and natural consequences (Duchhart,
2007) 2) all landscapes are related to regional and global context
step 2 The time perspective is introduced, resulting in
different landscape outcomes in the past, present and future.
Social, economical, cultural, governmental and environmental
influences, influence how landscapes change over time. These
drivers result in for example urbanisation due to high birth rates,
dryer periods due to climate change or elektricity provision due
to economical development. This thesis chooses not to consider
1,2 or 3 future scenarios, since it believes, future outcomes may
always work out different from what is expected, since it is
dependent on multiple drivers that together make many possible
futures.
step 3 To indicate the current landscape sustainability of
public spaces in Tete, specific indicators are selected which are
described in the following chapter. By using these indicators in
photo’s and interviews, the curwrent landscape sustainability
is roughly estimated. This is an important starting point for the
landscape design.
step 4 The last step presents how current developments that
influence the landscape such as urbanisation, climate change
and others will impact the landscape sustainability in the future.
Essentially, the advancement or decline of different indicators
relating to human development and ecological sustainability are
predicted. This is done by looking at trends towards the future,
and changes in history, described in chapter 1.2.

FOOTNOTES
Some thoughts on aesthetics: Selman (2008) argues that

1

aesthetic sustainability should also be included because of
its visual amenity, although aesthetics is socially dynamic,
culturally dependent and inherently complex. 1 Meyer (2008, p.
19) stresses the importance of embracing locality in aesthetics: “Sustainable beauty is particular, not generic. There will
be as many forms of sustainability as there are places/cities/
regions.”
Czerniak explains: “Design in this case is less about per-

2

manence and more about anticipating and accommodating
growth, evolution, and adaptation in the face of unexpected
disturbance and new programs and events.” (Czerniak, 2007,
p. 178)
“The various modes of organization are conceptualized as

3

independent of each other, superimposed on the site so that
although they may intersect, they do not add up to a unified
aesthetic whole.” (Czerniak, 2007, p.179)
Hough (1995) argues that by-products in nature are opportu-

4

nities other species for example: “The action of beavers damming streams, making ponds and cutting forest clearings, has
extensive impacts on the forest ecosystem. The temperature
of the pond may rise above the tolerable level for brook trout,
or the dam may impede the migration of fish up-stream. On
the other hand, drowned trees, while they may cause the end
of a food supply for some species, create favourable conditions
for others. The eventual wet meadow encourages the growth
of aquatic plants necessary to support moose. Over time a
new succession of vegetation will invade and cover the area.
The by-products of one form of life become useful material for
others.” (Hough, 1995, p. 27)
The green and brown agenda represent ‘human development’

5

and ‘ecological sustainability’. The intention is to illustrate
that both agenda’s should be considered in urban planning and
design for sustainable development. Focussing on one might
have negative consequences for the other on the long term.
The indicators measure the development of human-well being
and ecological sustainability in the urban landscape.
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[fig 3.11] model for indicating landscape sustainability
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3.2		

Landscape sustainability in Tete

In this chapter landscape sustainability of Tete is indicated,
in order to gather knowledge on the current balance between
human and ecological processes. First a set of indicators is
chosen that focuses on sustainable development within urban
areas in developing countries. Secondly, this set of indicators
is translated to meaningful indicators in Tete by using
interview coding. Thirdly, the new specific indicators are
used to code 50 photos on positive or negative presence of a
specific indicator. Lastly, the indicators are added together to
illustrate positive or negative landscape sustainability in Tete.
The sustainable development model (fig 3.11) generated
through literature review. The model divides the green and
the brown agenda, presented on opposite sites of the model
under which related indicators are to be arranged. Different
sources of knowledge have been conducted to create a set of
indicators for sustainable development within urban areas in
developing countries.
One of the initial indicator set used is the CSD (Commission
on Sustainable Development) index. These indicators are
selected as a basis because (United Nations, 2007):
1) they ‘provide a solid basis for decision-making at all levels’
2) indicate sustainability over time instead
3) they are easy to adapt to local circumstances

indicators. This however does not influence the weighing of
the indicators in general as will be shown on page 77.
Human development indicators
1
Economics
1.1
Economic development / poverty
1.2
Consumption and production patterns
2
Society
1.1
Health
1.2
Education
1.3
Cultural heritage / spirituality
3
Aethetics
4
Governance
The four main themes are adopted from Selman: economics,
society, aesthetics and governance. Some of the CSD
indicators are used to make subthemes. Poverty and
economic development are combined since they represent
positive or negative progress respectively. Demographics
and global economic partnership are left out since they are
difficult to research through observation study or photos.
They are also reflected in the trends illustrated on page 24 and
25 and therefor less important for sustainability of the present
moment.
Ecological sustainability indicators
1
Atmosphere
2
Soil and nutrients
3
Water
4
Biodiversity

Sustainable development indicators (UN, 2007, p. 9)

The CSD indicator set is presented above.
In order to catogorize the CSD indicators in main themes, the
pillars for landscape sustainability of Selman (p. 71) are used:
environment, economics, society, governance and aesthetics.
Economics, society, governance and aestetics are brown
agenda related themes. The environment is further split by
using the CSD indicators into atmosphere, soil and nutrients,
water and biodiversity. (Selman, 2008)
This resulted in the green- and brown agenda indicators
presented on this page. Both indicator sets consist of four
main indicators, so it is possible to see if the sets are balanced
eventually. However because economics and society are
vague themes, they are further specified by using the CSD

From the CSD indicator set ‘Natural hazards’ is left out since
this indicates an overlap of natural processes and societal
wishes. Furthermore ‘land’ is changed to ‘soil and nutrients’
for the fact that the description of ‘land’ is too vague and soil
and nutrients is part of the landscape systems described in
chapter 2. Also oceans, seas and coasts is left out since Tete
is not situated at the sea, however ‘freshwater’ is altered to
‘water’ to be able to indicate other all water sources.
Interview coding and local landscape analysis
A local landscape analysis and the conducted interviews with
inhabitants and other stakeholders serve as tools to further
specify the indicators.
The interviews were used to specify the indicators of ‘human
development’. The interviews conducted with different
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stakeholders like the municipality, agricultural organisation,
ARA Zambeze and inhabitants are used. This is an important
step towards validity of this research, since local needs and
wishes of the inhabitants differ from the researchers point of
view. According to Gorden (1992): “To be mutually exclusive,
each category in the set making up the dimension must be
defined clearly enough so that a concrete example could
not logically fall into two categories at the same time.” 38
interviews have been coded on the mentioned indicators. The
coded interviews are represented in appendix 4. First, the
interviews were screened on the different indicator themes,
then these codes were devided in positive and negative
indicators. The indicators are presented in table 3.1.
Ecological sustainability indicators are further specified
with the local landscape analysis chapter 2 and Appendix
2, interviews and fieldwalks with experts in Tete like ARA
Zambeze and the municipality (Appendix 6). These indicators
are presented in table 3.2.

D
C
B
A

N
1 km

A
B
C
D

[3.12] cross section indication on map

Muthemba (25 photos)
Nhartanda valley (25 photos)
Cement centre (10 photos)
River banks (10 photos)

Photo coding
Seventy random selected photos have been used to analyse
sustainable development in the landscape of Tete, which can
be found in Appendix 5. Rosanne Vlaar has coded the same 70
photos in her thesis, independent from this study. The coded
photos have been compared afterwards, by adding the codes
that were overlooked. This increases the validity of both
researches. Although Rosanne has used different indicator
sets, the results were comparable.
Photos from different landscape units in Tete, South of the
Zambeze were coded. This is done to get a full understanding
of agricultural practices, cultural heritage, governance,
aesthetics and biodiversity photos from different landscape
units. The landscape units of this part of Tete are further
elaborated in Appendix 2. The different area groups represent
Muthemba, the Nhartanda valley, Cement city and the River
Banks (fig 3.12 and 3.13). Since Rosanne and I focus on the
Nhartanda valley and Muthemba, more photos were selected
from these sites. To get a full understanding of different
spaces in Muthembda, the photos were subcategorized in:
public space, semi-private space, private space, natural
streams and infrastructure (roads), representing 5 pictures
per space. After dividing the photos into the focus areas, a
random selection has decided the final photo-selection. The
selected photos are coded on the green and brown indicator
sets.
On the next page two tables represent the positive and
negative indicators coded in the photo’s representing the
green and brown agenda. On page 76 two examples of
coded photos are shown. Negative or positive indicators
of sustainable development is illustrated by respectively a
dotted (negative) or straight (positive) line. Some indicators
were discovered while coding the photos like ‘colourful
features’ in the main theme of aesthetics. The indicators
presented in the tables which are light blue
were only found in the interviews, and
the indicators that are dark blue
were only found in the photos.

[fig 3.13] Landscape units of South side of Tete (Appendix 2.1)
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Table 3.1 Positive and negative indicators of human development
Landscape sustainabili- CSD indicators
ty indicators (Selman)

Positive indicators

Negative indicators

1 Economy

1.1 Economic development

Markets, use of luxuary products, public
transportation, jobs, electricity and fuel

Unemployment, unsufficient work, forms
of decay, lack of capacity, lack of space,
traveling far for services

1.2 Consumption
and production

Markets, shops, retailers; agriculture; waste
recycling; different materials, crops, food

Waste; waste water; ground not suitable
for agriculture (too rocky, salty); no water
available

2.1 Education

School, educated farmer

Children not going to school

2.2 Culture

Social gathering / games, traditional building typology (few buildings close to each
other, sharing outdoor space), connection
to nature (greenery, natural materials),
traditional agricultural practices, spirituality
/ religion, cementary

-

2.3 Health

Fresh water for showering, washing,
cooking, drinking etc., food provision, cleanliness, shelter / shade

No shade, filthy areas (waste / faecal sludge) causing diseases, hazardous
wildlife (mosquitoes, snakes, crocodiles),
no basic facilities (toilets, water tab),
shortage or bad quality of drinking water,
fire hazard, flooding, no hospital in the
neighbourhood

3 Governance

Functions and facilities (schools, public toilets, parks), electricity provision, infrastructure (roads), water provision, collection of
faecal sludge, protection of vulnerable areas,
cleaning groups (INA), planting public trees,
drainage / sewerage / waterway, public
meetings with government / district leaders,
mosquito nets

Lack of functions (public toilets, public
spaces, water provision, sewerage), no
waste collection, bad management of
vulnerable areas (informal settlements /
activities)

4 Aesthetics

Greenery / trees, cement, cleanliness
(surface), colourful features, Portuguese
architecture

Unclean / messy, lack of greenery

2 Society

Table 3.2 Positive and negative indicators of ecological sustainability
Landscape sustainabili- CSD indicators
ty indicators (Duchhart,
2007)

Positive indicators

Negative indicators

Abiotic layer

1. Atmosphere

Vegetation, trees (oxigen)

Carbon dioxide emissions, air pollution

Abiotic layer

2. Soil and nutrients

Sedimentation, vegetation on slopes, fertilization

Erosion, use of pesticides, human waste in
ecosystems, soil pollution (solid waste in
ecosystems), soil compaction

Abiotic layer

3. Water

Water available for greenery, water filtering

Water pollution, material blocking water
flow, loss of fresh water

Biotic layer

4. Biodiversity

Different tree species, management of protected areas, management of trees, breeding
/ resting places for animals, pollination

Fragmentation of habitats, bad status of
ecosystems, biodiversity loss, solid waste
in ecosystems
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[fig. 3.14] Photo coded with ‘ecological sustainability’ indicators

[fig. 3.15] Photo coded with ‘human development’ indicators
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Conclusion: green and brown agendas are unbalanced
The main conclusion of this research is that the green and
brown agenda in Tete is not in balance. This conclusion
results from adding the amount of positive and negative
indicators. The calculation is represented in tables 3.3 and
3.4 showing a positive indication of the brown agenda and a
negative indication of the green agenda.
The black numbers in the tables below quantity the amount
of positive and negative specific indicators in the photos.
A specific indicator is for example ‘greenhouse emission’,
‘electricity’ or ‘new sources of income’ which demonstrate
the general development of the main indicator such as
‘atmosphere’ or ‘economy’. The positive and negative outcome
are subtracted to get the difference indicates the development
per main theme. For example there are 46 positive indicators
for health, and 22 negative, which makes a difference of
24. This might indicate that health is progressing since the
number is positive. Higher numbers mean more sustainable

development within that theme, the lower the number it
means no progress or decay. It is noticeable that most brown
agenda indicators are positive, producing a final outcome of
+90. The green agenda indicators are all negative, producing
a final outcome of -78. This may result in the conclusion that
there is no sustainable landscape development in Tete. Hence,
there should be paid more attention to the green agenda
in order to reduce future costs and provide a sustainable
landscape for future generations.
It is important to note that the numbers produced in this
research should not be taken too literally but can only be
used in broad terms. Due to the fact that the photo coding
method is 1) subject to biases and small errors by researcher
2) dependent on the random photo selection 3) no negative
cultural indicators have been distinguished, the question
rests if this number should be taken into account. In this
research the cultural indicators are included, because they are
representing ‘brown agenda’ over ‘green’.

Table 3.3 Brown agenda indicators Muthemba
					Positive		Negative
Difference
Economy								1
Economic development		50		50		0
Production and consumption
30		29		1
Governance				30		33		-3
Society									18
Culture				58		-		58
Education			2		8		-6
Health				46		22		24
Aesthetics				28		12		16
				
								TOTAL +90
Table 3.4 Green agenda indicators Muthemba
					Positive		Negative
Difference
Atmosphere				7		24		-17
Soil and nutrients			6		35		-29
Water					3		20		-17
Biodiversity				20		35		-15
			
								TOTAL -78
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3.3		

Towards sustainable development

[fig. 3.16] Sustainable development of landscapes in Tete

In the previous section, the sustainable development of
todays landscape in Tete is indicated. The conclusion is that
today there is no balance between the brown and green
agenda. Meaning, extra focus on soil, water and air quality
and biodiversity is important for sustainable development. In
this section we consider future trends like climate change,
urbanisation and socio-economical development to see how
the brown and green agenda will develop over time.
It is expected that due to further population growth soil,
water and air quality and biodiversity will come under
increased pressure. Aesthetics is difficult to measure but it
is expected that more luxuary products such as paint and
building materials will be available, which inhabitants of
Muthemba tend to like. However, due to environmental
degradation less greenery and more filthy spaces will occur,
decreasing the aesthetical value of the landscape. Ecological
degradation has impact on the brown agenda too. People’s
health will be affected by water, soil and atmosphere
pollution and lack of greenery.

Degrading natural resources will lead to increasing costs
for the government to for example purify and extract
groundwater. Lack of public space will lead to necessary
displacement of people, which has negative impact on the
economy, society and governance. Though, economical
growth is expected, which induces the (monetary) capacity
of the local government. This may lead to better access to
sanitation and waste water treatment. Also, better access to
health services and education is expected. The previous pages
have indicated the municipality should invest in the green
agenda for sustainable development. This research is based on
the assumption that this will have positive consequences for
the brown agenda on the long term too.
Nevertheless, as suggested with question marks in the
model in fig 3.16, predictions of future outcomes are subject
to multiple trends and hard to define. To overcome this
problem, the landscape design should be flexible to different
circumstances.

Brown agenda
indicators

Brown agenda trends

Green agenda indicators

Green agenda trends

Economy

> (p. 19, 20)

Atmosphere

< (p. 59)

Governance

> (p. 25, 58-61)

Soil and nutrients

< (p. 58-61)

Society

> / < (p. 19-21)

Water

< (p. 62, 63)

Aesthetics

> / < (Appendix p. 230) Biodiversity

Table 3.3 Development of green and brown agenda indicators

< (CMT, 2015)
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04
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

Introduction to design
Input for design
Open spaces
Natural streams
Roads
Community involvement and education
Landscape framework
Toolset

Landscape design
page
82
84
88
96
106
111
112
115

This chapter has the ambition to combine
pre-mentioned theory into a landscape
design for Muthemba for different public
space typologies. An introduction is provided on page 83.
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natural streams

open space

roads

N
1 km
[fig 4] Indication of public space typologies on map of South side of Tete
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04 LANDSCAPE DESIGN

4.2		

Introduction

This chapter aims to answer the design question of this master-thesis:
How can existing public spaces in Muthemba improve urban metabolism
for sustainable development of Tete?
Chapter 3, section 3.2 states that landscapes in Tete are unsustainable
because green and brown agendas are unbalanced. A landscape analysis
verified with coded photos and interviews describes how unsustainable
practices in the public spaces of Muthemba leads to degradation of
ecosystems (chapter 2 and 3). Open defecation, waste dumping and
burning, lack of vegetation and waste water disposal are the main causes
of air pollution, soil erosion, soil- and water pollution and biodiversity
decline (section 2.5). The drinking water resources in the Nhartanda
contain nitrate and E.Coli resulting in health problems (p. 63). In the
future, urbanisation trends and climate change will probably continue
to have negative impact on ecosystems (p. 78). Focus on ecological
sustainability is important to improve the quality of life of residents living
in Muthemba today and in the future.
Design guidelines that take into account the time perspective are adopted
from ‘landscape framework’ theory to ensure sustainable development.
Landscape frameworks are reslient green infrastructural networks that
improve urban metabolism. The design guidelines (p. 71) are: large scale
networks, non-programming, connecting urban flows, impermanence,
and multiple forms of organisation.
An important part of the sub-design question is:
Which landscape interventions can be integrated in typical public space
typologies to improve the urban metabolism of Muthemba?
The division of different public space typologies (chapter 2.4) is essential
for the way the landscape framework is designed.
First a local landscape analysis of an open space, stream and different
roads is carried out. Then, design concepts for these public spaces
are proposed and evaluated based on preconditions (p. 85, 86) and
objectives from different stakeholders (p. 84). The best rated alternative
is redesigned into a typical landscape design per ‘public space typology’
that consists of different landscape interventions, which as summerized
in a toolset.
The typical landscape interventions are combined and integrated in the
landscape framework which facilitate flows of resources in the urban
tissue of Muthemba. The network also provides an urban ‘lay-out’ that is
unique and guides urbanisation in the future. The use of local materials,
techniques, colours and maintenance structures emphasize the identity
of the place.
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Input for design

In this section, the main bodies of knowledge used while
designing are briefly described.
A) Concept for urban framework derived from an investigation
of the urban metabolism of Muthemba and Nhartanda valley
(page 64 and 65)
B) Design guidelines derived from literature reflecting design
guidelines to take into account the time-perspective (page 71)
C) Stakeholders objectives (Appendix 4.2)
D) Pre-conditions for design derived from photo coding and
interviews (table 3.1 and 3.2 on page 75), which describe human and ecological preferences
A

B

Landscape framework design guidelines

Adaptive and ecological design principles that promote landscape framework are presented on page 71. It is argued that not
only the future but also history of the place is crucial for sustainable development. History should not only be considered
as “a visual reference for form, style or type”, but also understood as a process that shows how the landscape has evolved
over time (section 2.3). Picking up on these processes while
designing is crucial for adaptive ecological design. A design’s ability to respond to and give room for dynamics such as
ecological succession makes it more resilient. (Corner, 2004;
Czerniak, 2007, 178)

Potentials of urban metabolism and concept of

landscape framework

C

Stakeholders objectives

The second diagram in fig 4.1, shows the concept of a landscape framework that facilitates urban flows and nodes. In
Muthemba solid waste, waste water and faecal sludge often
ends up in public spaces. This has negative influence on
ecosystems and inhabitants. Improving the urban metabolism
of Muthemba by facilitating urban flows and nodes has the
potential to provide new resources, jobs and a healthier environment for the inhabitants of Muthemba. The concept also
proposes protection of streams, roads and open spaces and
providing new incentives for public responsibility.

During the workshop conducted 09-09-2016, different stakeholders were invited: district officials of Muthemba, representatives of the agricultural organisation, provincial officials (argiculture and public housing), representatives of the
municipality and ARA Zambeze. One of the assignments was
to state three main objectives per attendence. The results are
shown in appendix 4.2. The following objectives were formed
ordered from high to ‘lower’ relevance:
1
Protecting water resources
2
Protecting and improve the public places
3
Providing public facilities
4
Greenery
5
Waste recycling
6
Sustainable agriculture
7
Erosion measures
These objectives are taken into account when evaluating
differnt design alternatives.

[fig 4.1] Potential of improving urban metabolism in
Muthemba (page 64 and 65)

[fig 4.2] Landscape framework design guidelines
adopted from theory (chapter 3.1)
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Pre-conditions for design

The positive indicators derived from photo-coding on human
development and ecological sustainability are translated
into pre-conditions for the design. However these indicators
reflect the preferences of todays circumstances. It must be
said that these preconditions are general and cannot be integrated in every public space design, for example some social
preferences, like having a cemetery, must be considered on a
city-scale. In this thesis the preconditions are used to evaluate local design interventions to calculate how many indicators on human development and ecological sustainability are
taken into account.

To be able to serve future generations and ecological priorities
some predictable future preferences are pointed out. For instance, renewable energy, will become a predominant source
of electricity. Also, it is predicted more people in developing
countries will own a car which leads to prioritization of sufficient roads (Kumar & Krishna Rao, 2006). Furthermore, people
will need new functions like shops and recreation will become
more important. (Reardon, Timmer, & Berdegue, 2004)

[fig 4.4a] Green agenda pre-conditions
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[fig 4.4b] Brown agenda pre-conditions
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typical
public space designs
[fig 4.5] open space in Muthemba (design on page 90-95)
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Open space
N
1 km

1

8
4

6

9

3

5
7
2

1. Waste (burning) in
open space

2. Unused open space 3. Waste in open
space

4. Clean open space
used for soccer

5. Informal tap in
open space

7. Open space that
floods in the rainy
season

8. Unused space
along road

6. Open space along
road with vegetation

9. Open defecation
and waste in open
space

[fig 4.6 - 4.16] Open spaces in relation to landscape units in
Muthemba

The definition of ‘open spaces’ that is used in this thesis is
adopted from Germeraad (1992, p. 97): ‘space enclosed by
masses of built and natural elements creating open areas
which are used by people for specific and/or non-specific
living and work purposes and which make a positive or
non-positive (neutral or negative) contribution to the
surroundings and/or users in the sense of being useful and
meaningful’. This thesis claims, that providing incentives
for new public functions can have a significant role in
reducing polluting activities. New activities can trigger ‘long
memories’ which transforms negatively used open spaces
into ‘places’. The time aspect is important here, because
“engineers create localities but time is needed to create
place.” (Lynch, 1972)
Current situation
It can be argued that all public space typologies distiguished
(streams, roads and unused spaces) are open spaces.
However, in this chapter open spaces are considered as
nodes, like squares and parks that are most of the time
unused. Roads and streams facilitate the urban flows,
to a certain extend. Fig 4.6 – 4.16 shows the location of
various open spaces in relation to the landscape units. This
gives an insight in the landscape conditions of the public
spaces. The map shows that multiple small open spaces
are located in the sandstone landscape unit. The areas are
densely built since they are located close to the Nhartanda
valley. However open spaces arise because uneven and hard
surfaces are difficult to build on. In the clayey areas, bigger
open spaces exist, often the result of presence of important
public functions such as markets and schools and the urban
layout is less dense. The size of the open spaces in the
granite landscape unit is also larger since the location is even
further away from the city centre and the surface is hard to
build on.
Concepts
Virtually all open spaces in Muthemba are located close
to roads which makes them ideal collection nodes for
waste. Public toilets and waste bins are essential to lift
environmental pollution and the presence of filth in open
spaces. Since the main aim for the public spaces is to
facilitate urban metabolism, the public space design is
dependent on the collection and treatment method of solid
waste and faecal sludge. It is argued here that the design
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1

pocket park

2

urban agriculture
[fig 4.17] Evaluation of open space concepts
of the open spaces differs per treatment method of faecal
sludge. Two concepts for public toilets and the lay-out of
the open space are illustrated above and discussed here. 1)
The faecal sludge from the public toilet is treated locally and
used for urban agriculture directly 2) The faecal sludge from
the public toilet is collected and treated on district level,
which demands good infrastructure and leaves room for a
‘pocket park’. The concepts are further discussed below.
Some alternatives, such a sewage system, are not taken into
account since the landscape analysis pointed out this is not
realistic due to the hard (sandstone) surface.
1
Pocket park
Treating the faecal sludge on another location requires
suitable road and easy collection of faecal sludge. Around
the public toilet, space is left for other functions like
meeting places, greenery, markets, playgrounds, wastewater
treatment etc. Managing the toilet, faecal sludge collection
and the treatment at location provides jobs and income.
2
Urban agriculture
Treating the faecal sludge locally decreases the need for
transportation of organic wastes and faecal sludge. The open
spaces can function as places for public toilets and urban
agriculture, providing a green healthy environment. It also
provides jobs to farmers and inhabitants that manage the
composting process. A disadvantage of composting toilets is
that the method is uncommon while accurate composition

is important to prevent polluting water resources and odour
nuisance.
Evaluating concepts
The alternatives are evaluated based on the preconditions
(p. 85 and 86) and the objectives of different stakeholders
(p.84). In essence both bodies of knowledge illustrate ‘human’
and ‘ecological’ preferences. Since the objectives of ARA
Zambeze and the municipality are dominant in this report,
and illustrate both human and ecological preferences, they
receive a relatively higher weight. The yellow fill colour
represents the presence of a certain preference. The amount
of ‘preferences’ represented in the concept is featured in the
numbers below the icons. A final mark is given on the left
side of the scheme, resulting in 3.08 for small dams, 2.25
for upstream resources collection and 2.28 for downstream
treatment wetland.
On the following pages a design is put forward for unused
space number 5 (page 87), which is located in the sandstone
landscape unit. This open space is chosen because it is
located close to the Nhartanda valley, today waste water is
flowing from the public tap to the Nhartanda valley.
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[fig 4.18] Visualisation of open space design
Design
This design inhibits interventions that are reflected in the
different themes in the diagrams 4.21-4.25. The public
toilet and constructed wetland are crucial for decreasing
the pollution of the Nhartanda water aquifer. During the
dry season the waste water coming from private taps to the
constructed wetland which makes it available for irrigation
of trees, agriculture or private use. During the rainy season
the rain water is safely guided along the roads to the natural
drainage canal.
Retaining walls (ref 7, p. 93) are constructed that create flat
surfaces, which mobilize new functions such as markets,
playgrounds and meeting places. The walls consist of local
and natural materials like granite and sandstone that suit the
colours of the existing buildings, roads and gardens. From
different view points, the walls form a terrace configuration
which hide some elements of the public space program and
expose others. The walls also provide many opportunities
to sit, people can choose whether they prefer to watch the
pocket park or the road while having a seat below the trees.
Different tree species are used Mango, Lemon and Macanica
trees provide fruits different times throughout the year (p.
104 and 105). The Neem tree is trimmed and provides lots of
shade when temperatures rise. The water tap and well creates
a node for fresh water year round, that people can use at all
times. The constructed wetland contains reeds, rushes and

plants creating a lush green colour-scheme reminding people
of the Zambeze floodplains. The different elements of the
horizontal treatment bed are integrated in one tub, fringed by
a wall of the same granite stones. Even the tap (ref 5, p. 93)
is integrated in the whole, which is connected to the already
existing well where the treated water is disposed (photo, fig
4.5).
The square is paved with cobble-stone (fig 4.18, ref 8, p. 93),
and freed of any stimulus that activates certain behaviour,
expecting people’s own interpretation and use of the space.
The trees along the roads and on the square grow well since
they are irrigated with relatively clean wastewater and
harvested rain water (ref 3, p. 93). The round basins on the
square can be planted with multiple trees in the first phase
creating a nice green mass from day one (p. 95, ref 4, p.
93). The trees will become the solid base of this open place,
protecting it for different future purposes.
Enough water is available to use it for agricultural purposes
too, contributing to the local economy and health of the
inhabitants. Agricultural productivity is maximized due to the
availability of fresh water and retaining walls (fig 5.8). A mix
of trees and crops leads to a green oasis providing fruits and
vegetables for a local, healthy diet.
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page 92

fig 4.26-4.28

N

10

20 m
[fig 4.19] Plan of open space design

People will come to this place to fetch water, practice agriculture,
go to the toilet, start market places or rest below the trees and
chat. Perhaps the public toilet will be out of use in 15 years,
materials of the building that become available, bricks, metal and
concrete can for example be reused for street furniture.
Page 92 to 95 illustrate the atmosphere, use, potential and
technical details of the open space. The toilet is located close to
the road and could be accompanied with a waste bin for proper
waste collection. This design presents how relatively small open
spaces in informal settlements can be used for multiple public
purposes and over time be essential for ecosystems and the
liveability of Muthemba.

A’

A’’
[fig 4.20] Cross-section A’A”” of open space design
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[Fig 4.21] Topology and vegetation

[fig 4.26] alternative 1
[Fig 4.22] Structures

Public toilet alternatives
The exact design of the public toilets depends on many factors like space availability, usability
and the type of faecal sludge collection-truck. For this reason the ultimate design should be
determined local experts and engineers. Three public toilet alternatives are presented that suite
the landscape characteristics and materials available. Nowadays, many private toilets look
like the first alternative; the toilets are lifted to be able to make space for a chamber where
the faecal sludge is collected. In this design a ventilation pipe is added to overcome odour
nuisance. A disadvantage of this design is that collecting the faecal sludge is time consuming.
To boost time efficiency, EEPLAN suggested the third design, by lifting the public toilet
approximately 1 meter, a tank can be installed which can easily be removed. A disadvantage
of this design is that the toilet will be elevated above the height of most buildings present in
Muthemba. This makes them easily recognizable, but at the same time the public toilets are
probably not what the neighbourhood wants to be identified with. To overcome this problem,
this thesis proposes the second alternative combining the first and third concepts. Tilting
one side of the collection chamber, leads to horizontal flow of the faecal sludge a tank on the
left side of the building, where it can easily be collected. On page 78 and 79 of the Appendix
extra drawings and alternatives are provided. For example in the future solar panels could be
integrated on the roof of the building, providing electricity to inhabitants living close.
Waste water treatment

[fig 4.27] alternative 2

[Fig 4.23] Rainwater discharge

[Fig 4.24] Waste water treatment

In section 4.5 it is explained how waste water can be collected in furrows and re-used by trees.
The furrows could ultimately end up in a settling tank that separates the solid wastes from
the fluids. The solid wastes can be removed via the round lids on top of the tank. Thereafter,
the water goes into the horizontal-flow planted filter. The water flows to the other side of
the planted filter because the planter has a slope of 0.5%. The vegetation takes up part of the
chemicals and nutrients available in the water. Also they provide necessary environments
for bacteria and other micro-organisms that remove an even greater part of the nutrients.
According to Eawag (2006, p. 34) a well operating and designed treatment bed removes 6590% of organic pollution, 70-95% solids, 15-40% nitrogen, 30-50% phosphorous and 99%
pathogens. (eawag, 2006) Due to lack of technical knowledge, engineer should determine the
details of this design.

[fig 4.28] alternative 3

[Fig 4.25] Road drainage

B’
Waste container
In the first stage the type of waste container already used in Tete (Appendix p. 76) could be placed. In time, a waste
container that seperates the waste would provide opportunities in waste recycling of materials (p. 59).

[fig 4.29] cross section B’BB (page 91)
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B’’

Ref. 1		

Italy
(Austin, 2017)

Ref. 2

Necker Island,
(Doyle Carribean, 2014)

Ref. 3

Muscat, Oman
(Germeraad, 2017)

Constructed wetland with integrated
septic tank / solid waste catchment.

Sun and rain protection between
the trees thanks to sails, also other
(colourful) textiles could be used.

Combining furrow irrigation of trees
with waste- and rainwater drainage.

Ref. 4

Ref. 5

Ref. 6

Muscat, Oman
(Germeraad, 2017)

Tete, Mozambique
(WEconsult, 2014)

Tigrai, Ethiopia
(Matos, 2014)

Basin irrigation of trees and
infiltration of rain water to aquifer.

Public water tap close to Nhartanda
valley pumping up ground water.

Public toilet proposed by Eeplan,
improves the efficiency of collecting
faecal sludge.

Ref. 7

Ref. 8

Ref. 9
Gondar, Ethiopia
Bouganville plant decorating a
building made of granite stones and
clay.

Gondar, Ethiopia

Granite stones with clay as binding
material. The wall has a retaining
function.

Gondar, Ethiopia

Cobble stones for clean surface, more
information on p. 108.

materials:
conrete
trees
wood
cobblestones
sand
gravel
sandstone
clay
granite stones

[fig 4.30a] impermanence

[fig 4.30b] non-programming
[fig 4.30 ] diagram
showing flexibility
of design through
impermanence of
interventions and nonprogrammed space
(adopted from design
guidelines in chapter 3.1)

Non-programming
Informal settlements are prone to unpredictable patterns and
processes which the pubic spaces should respond to. Nonprogramming and impermanence are two design guidelines
proposed on page 71 to increase adaptability of public spaces.
Planning scenarios is one way to deal with uncertainties,
but in stead this thesis proposes to design public spaces
that are open to multiple future configurations. This design
intentionally creates blank public spaces for different
functions and activities to arise in the future. Safeguarding
and protecting public space is essential for healthy urban
metabolism (collection and transportation of wastes for

soil, air and water quality) but also for social and cultural
activities. Providing public spaces without mobilizing certain
behaviour leaves room for inhabitants to express their own
identity. The responsibility of the designer is to create spaces
that have a pleasant micro-climate and are attractive to
occupy without attracting informal buildings. Therefor, in
this design trees, fresh water and cobblestone pavement are
applied and do create an atmosphere for different activities.
In colour and form the design purposely adapts to the existing
landscape so the activities arising add colour and identity to
the place over time. As an example, markets catalyse fruits,
vegetables and many inhabitants wearing multi-coloured
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[fig 4.31] non-programming of space leads to own interpretation of space by inhabitants
like markets

clothing. Non-programming supports informal activities that
are current drivers for the local economy and social activities
in Muthemba.
Impermanence and long-term strategies
Another way to deal with uncertainties is to make public
space design adaptive to change. The structures in this
design, indicated in fig 4.30 are easy to deconstruct. For
example, cobblestone pavement can easily be removed and
used somewhere else. Trees can be replanted or the wood can
be used as building material or fuel. As shown on page 76 of
the Appendix concrete is already recycled in Tete. The gravel
and sand used in the constructed treatment wetlands can also
easily be separated and used for other purposes. The gabions
can also easily be deconstructed and the granite stones can be
used for other purposes. The iron nettings are more difficult
to recycle since it is assumed they are too weathered. Even
the retaining walls can be deconstructed if they when it is
build up with clay in stead of concrete as shown in reference
7 on page 93. All interventions proposed in Muthemba make

[fig 4.32] impermanence of
interventions

use of the materials indicated on fig 4.30a (except the iron
for the gratings of the gabions). Therefor all interventions
proposed in Muthemba can easily be recycled. However it
must be stated that permanence of certain interventions such
as trees or cobblestone pavement is crucial for the protection
of public spaces. Trees may only be removed if in competition
with another tree (page 104 and 105). It is assumed that
cobblestone pavement and the retaining walls together are an
incentive for multiple activities and therefor stimulate care for
public spaces. Removing those elements has consequences
for the use of the public space and increases the chance of
informal buildings.
Fig 4.32 shows how public spaces can change in time if made
with adaptive materials. Features and trees are removed,
more space for activities is created and benches are made
from natural materials below the trees to sit on. These
drawings only indicated how public space design can change
over time.
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Natural stream
N

4
1 km

1

During the rainy season, the streams drain the water to
the Nhartanda valley. During the dry season, the natural
streams have no purpose. Due to privacy and the distance
to the settlements, the streams are often used for open

3
2

1. open defecation and waste
in the stream

The natural streams are still meandering, which means
at some places the soil is eroding and at other places the
stream leaves sediments behind. The streams are located
in the clay- and sandstone-landscape units, meaning
the sediments consist of clay and sand materials. The
inhabitants of Muthemba use the sediments as building
materials (p. 67) for brick and cement. The character
of the streams is dependent on the soil, topology and
availability of vegetation (fig 4.33 – 4.36).

2. erosion of clay in stream

defecation. This can be explained by the fact that most
people originate from rural areas, where people are used
to open defecation. Nevertheless, in urban areas there
is little amount of space available leading to polluting
practices. The open spaces of Muthemba discussed in
chapter 4.3 become nodes of collection of faecal sludge
and solid waste which will lead to less waste disposal and
open defecation in the streams. However, this problem
will be solved over time and intermediate solutions should
be considered.
The spaces around the streams are prone to flooding, this
is known by many inhabitants who build in a safe distance
from the streams. Erosion occurs in the outer bends of
the streams, leading to natural meandering that can be
hazardous for the people currently living close to the
streams. Sedimentation of sand particles in the riverbed
leads to clogging, eventually less water can be drained
through the drains.

3. vegetation in and along
stream

4. people digging for water in
Chimadzi stream

[fig 4.32 - 4.36] Open spaces in relation to landscape units in
Muthemba

There are many resources found in the streams that can
be exploited, for example fertile silt particles, water and
materials. Exploiting those resources and providing new
functions will increase the willingness of inhabitants to
take care of its natural qualities and beauty.
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1

small dams in the stream

2

upstream resources collection

3

downstream treatment wetland
[fig 4.37] evaluation of concepts for stream typology

Concepts
Three concepts to achieve the potential of the natural streams
in Muthemba are illustrated in the images in fig 3.27. The
main difference is the location of accumulation of resources
1
Collecting resources in streams with small dams
Sustainable development of the streams can be achieved
through using natural processes in the stream, the transport
of water and sediments. Dams encourage silt and water
accumulation at specific spots in the river, providing places
for urban farming during the dry season. The streams have
the potential to become a green network providing fruits and
vegetables within Muthemba. The dams also help to safely
drain the water during the rainy season.
2
Collecting resources upstream in lakes
This concept aims to collect water and sediments, this
reduces flooding in the streams because the water flow is
controlled. Sediments can be collected in the lakes and used
by inhabitants for building purposes during the dry season.
More space is available upstream, making it easier to collect
large amounts of water. However, lakes induce mosquito
breeding and the streams within Muthemba will remain
to have no function during the dry season, which probably
means open defecation and waste disposal keep on occurring.

3
Collecting resources downstream in wetland
This concept aims to collect and treat water and wastes
downstream in an urban wetland before it goes to the
Nhartanda. The result is a city-park along Muthemba. Also
waste water can be treated here in a big horizontal flow bed.
However, in this concept the risk of polluting the Nhartanda
aquifer remains high because the water will probably leak to
the aquifer before it is treated properly.
Evaluating concepts
The alternatives are evaluated based on the preconditions
(p. 85 and 86) and the objectives of different stakeholders
(p.85). In essence both bodies of knowledge illustrate ‘human’
and ‘ecological’ preferences. Since the objectives of ARA
Zambeze and the municipality are dominant in this report,
and illustrate both human and ecological preferences, they
receive a relatively higher weight. The yellow fill colour
represents the presence of a certain preference. The amount
of ‘preferences’ represented in the concept is featured in the
numbers below the icons. A final mark is given on the left
side of the scheme, resulting in 3.08 for small dams, 2.25
for upstream resources collection and 2.28 for downstream
treatment wetland. Therefor the design on the following
pages focuses on the small dams concept.
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[fig 4.38] cross-section showing flow direction, stream dimensions and erosion and
sedimentation of stream (location indicated on the map above)
Current situation
Fig 4.38 shows a typical cut out of a stream, this location
is chosen for the streams general proportions and central
location in Muthemba (see map above). The streams are
5-35 m wide and 1 - 3 m in depth. Roughly, the slope of the
streams is 1%. In general, the streams in clayey areas are
deeper and wider, because the clayey soil erodes easier than
the sandstone surface. The stream is meandering and erosion
is taking place mainly in the outside bends of the stream.
Sedimentation of silt particles occurs in the inside bend. At
some places, bushes and trees profit from the water that is
available during and just after the rainy season.
Proposed interventions
Fig 4.39 shows the same cut-out with proposed interventions.
Below, the general interventions are explained, on the next
pages a detailed design is made of a specific place with
context.
Law
The historical analysis shows that protected areas like the
Nhartanda valley and the riverbanks are likely to have less
informal activities. Therefor the first measure is to set a
boundary of 10 m around the stream on both sides to protect
the zone against illegal building. Also buildings and roads that
have been established should be removed, to be clear and
discourage new buildings. Not many buildings are present
within the zone, because people have experience with
floodings (Interviews Appendix 6).

Trees
Trees along the streams mark the protected area and have
many benefits for ecosystems and quality of living. When
trees are planted with the help of inhabitants for example
pupils, care for the stream banks will increase (fig 4.64). In
the future the trees will be crucial for a better microclimate
due to evaporation and shade. The photo analysis and
interviews showed that trees accommodate many activities
such as markets, meeting places, fruit picking and church
meetings (Appendix 4 and 5). These activities will also be
important to increasing public care for the streams.
Structural interventions
Dams, water breakers and retaining walls are used to:
1
safely guide the water during the rainy season
2
protect the river banks from erosion
3
encourage human use during the dry season.
It is expected that care for public spaces will decrease
open defecation and waste disposal (p. 111). Farmers in
the Nhartanda valley take good care of their agricultural
fields and people do not practice open defecation or waste
disposal in those areas. Therefor urban agriculture might
be the right incentive to increase care for public spaces.
Furthermore it provides vegetables to inhabitants and a
better micro-climate. Water breakers also have the ability
to erode the riverbed so the drain can discharge more water
in the future. To prevent the stream from flooding the sand
dams and water breakers should at all times be lower then
the height of the stream banks. At certain places an extra
layer of gabions can be placed on the retaining walls, to
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N
20 m

[fig 4.39] cross section showing interventions different interventions in and along stream
(location indicated on map on in fig 4.35)

prevent flooding and to create a sitting element
(fig 4.40 4.44). All structures in the streams can
be made of gabions, this is cost effective because
construction techniques are similar and the material
can be obtained locally. Furthermore, gabions are
easy to deconstruct and replace (design guideline,
impermanence). A gabion is a block of 2 by 1 m
consisting of iron nettings filled with stones. The
stones can either be recycled cement or granite,
that is present at the mountains surrounding Tete.

[fig 4.40] 3D models of sand dam and water breaker

[fig 4.41] cross sections of sand dam illustrating functioning
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[fig 4.42] visualization of stream during the rainy season

[fig 4.43] visualization of stream during the dry season
This landscape design is located close to the Nhartanda valley
and a primary school to show the relation of the stream to
surrounding areas. The stream is located in the sandstone
landscape unit. The sand dam and water breakers in the
stream capture the sediments and make them available for
urban agriculture during the dry season. Gabions close to
the bridge and the sand dam ensure the stream is fixed but
also provide places to sit in the shade of the trees. The trees
profit from the water in the stream during the rainy season
and function as an extra buffer zone when the stream floods.
Different tree species, including fruit trees are present.
Together the streams provide an area of refreshment, food,
sitting- and meeting places. This way, the streams become
useful, healthy green corridors, which replace practices that
nowadays are polluting the drinking water aquifer of the
Nhartanda valley.
The design includes an area that can be considered a pocket
park with wastewater treatment and a public toilet. More

information on the design of the constructed horizontal
flow wetland for waste water treatment and public toilets
is available on page 92. The square is currently an important
meeting place for people in the neighbourhood and for
children to play during breaks and after school hours. Also
market stands are often present. Furthermore it is a common
route for people to walk to the city centre or the Nhartanda
valley. The square has the potential to become greener and
cooler by additional trees that grow well through water
harvesting in small round basins (ref 4, p. 93). The random
distribution of the trees and the round basins give the square
a playful character that fits identity of the school. Still
important routes and areas to play are kept although invisible
in the pavement. The presence of wastewater treatment,
the public toilet and urban agriculture has great potential for
educational purposes. Filipe mentioned the importance of
educating pupils in the value of greenery and protecting the
environment against wastes. This school can be an example
of putting education into practice.
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detail 1, p. 102

detail 2, p. 102

fig 4.26-4.28
fig 4.30

[fig 4.44] design of typical stream typology, including schoolyard

N

10

20 m

technical drawing, fig. 4.50
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[fig 4.45] cross section of school yard including constructed
wetland, tap and basin irrigation

Waste water
The design includes an area that can be considered a
pocket park with waste water treatment and a public
toilet. More information on the design of the constructed
horizontal flow wetland for waste water treatment and
public toilets is available on page 92. The tap that is
available for public use is connected to the constructed
wetland that makes the water directly available for
agriculture and the monumental trees along the stream.
[Fig 4.46] Waste water

Connecting public spaces
Connecting the stream to other public places increases the
chance of successful public use. Different types of activities
occur in the streams, Nhartanda valley and school square that
support each other. Due to the connection between the areas it is
easier for inhabitants to manoeuvre between the public spaces.
Furthermore, connecting different habitat types increases the
value of flora and fauna.

DETAIL 1 SAND DAM TECHNICAL DRAWING

Sand dam construction
In detail 1 technical construction drawings of a sand dam are
presented. Drawing 1A shows the gabions are kept in place by
a mixture of bentonite clay and sand. The void displayed on
image 2A ensures water is slowed down, preventing erosion
downstream of the dam. It also has the potential to become
a catchment for solid waste in the streams that can later be
collected. The dams are flexible and can be replaced or removed
if any default is noticed. When they do work well, a cement cover
could be integrated
improving the looks and

[Fig 4.47] Rain water

functioning of the dam.
Further detailing, should
be determined by an
engineer.

[Fig 4.48] Structures

DETAIL 2 BRIDGE

[Fig 4.49] Vegetation
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The bridge is an expensive but necessary element in the
design on the long term to connect the different areas
separated by the stream. Detail 2 shows a technical
drawing of the bridge consisting of gabions and a
prefabricated metal structure. To make the construction

even cheaper, round culverts can be used to guide the water
under the bridge. Due to lack of technical knowledge, details are
to be determined by engineer.

Ref. 10

Shanghai, China
(ASLA, 2017)
The wetland is accessible for visitors,
combined with agricultural heritage and
it also has an educational purpose.

Ref. 11

A retaining wall is build up with sand
stone blending well in colour and form
in the landscape present.

Gabions along a river stream, protecting
the banks against erosion and flooding.

Ref. 13

Ref. 14

Ref. 9

Tigrai, Ethiopia

(Sand) dam consisting of gabions. Water
and sediments are collected behind the
dam. On the left water is drained.

Tigrai, Ethiopia

Unknown

Bridge consisting of gabions and a prefab culvert. Lightweight construction,
durable and cheap. (Big R Bridge, 2017)

Ref. 12

Tigrai, Ethiopia

Calitzdorp, South Africa

Waterbreakers made of gabions
protecting the riverbanks,
sedimentation between the
waterbreakers is visible. (King, 2009)

[fig 4.50] technical drawing of constructed wetland
Treatment vegetation
The vegetation on the constructed horizontal flow wetland consists mainly of vegetation that is present at the Zambezi
flood plains reminding inhabitants of its lush green flood plains. Furthermore, the reeds and papyrus have to be removed
when contaminated with chemicals. Papyrus is present in more places in East-Africa and provides construction material for
inhabitants.
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tree nursery in Nhartanda valley

using acacias to protect the other trees against goats, vandalism and the sun

dominant trees are removed to stimulate the development of the other trees

Muthemba

agroforestry in the Nhatanda valley

public spaces in Muthemba, using wood for
pavement or other facilities like benches
Muthemba replacing dominant trees to public or
private spaces
[fig 4.51] diagram showing development of vegetation along the streams
Design by managment and tree species
The desired vegetation design shown on fig 4.42, 4.43, but
also roads fig 4.67, 4.70, is achieved by ‘close-to-nature
management’. Bo Larsen supports this approach because it is
a sustainable alternative to planting monocultures and clearcutting. This design uses his paper as theoretical background

for this section (Larsen, 2010). One key component of this
approach is to mimic natural processes in order to obtain
high degree of stability within the planted area. “All of this is
necessary to open up for possible future demands and needs
from various players, such as landowners, interest groups
and society in general”. Thus, in order to obtain benefits for
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generations in the future, natural processes are accelerated
to develop resilient ecosystems. The traditional approach
showed higher risk in soil degradation, fungi and insect
outbreaks and windbreaks. The concept ‘Forest Development
Type’ is introduced to create an adequate framework and
timeline for the growth of a specific stand consisting different
tree species. The trees summed up below are selected
because the species were found on sites in Tete with similar
soil conditions and water availability. Which have the
potential to be planted along the stream, and in other public
spaces proposed in this research.
1
Ziziphus Mauritiania (Macanica tree), provides
berries and resting and breeding places for birds. Inhabitants
make jams from the berries and the tree grows naturally
without any maintenance. This tree is a pioneer and is mainly
useful in the first stages to provide body and shade (Appendix
1, p. 49).
2
Mangifera Indica (Mango tree), provides fruits and a
dense crown. Much beloved type of tree seen in many places
in Tete, children like to pick the mangos on their way to

of the structures (sand dams, water breakers and retaining
walls) that counteract erosion as well.
In this mixture of trees, the Acacia trees are probably
dominant on these soil types (observed in landscape
analysis). This ensures the other tree species are protected
against the heat of the sun, children that pluck young trees
and goats that meandering around. When the other trees
are developed enough, the acacia trees should be removed
to make room for the other trees. After this, the remaining
species will compete for shade or sunlight. Competition
between trees has proven to be beneficial for the development
of the entire stand, making trees develop faster and stronger.
As indicated in the diagram, the dominant trees could be
relocated (if done with care) to other places in Muthemba
or for agroforestry purposes in the Nhartanda valley (p. 114).
When root systems are too complex to remove the entire tree,
the tree can be cut, providing wood for the construction of
facilities like benches or pavement (could be unsustainable
because of the presence of termites). (Larsen, 2010)

school providing nutrition and people like to gather below the
mango trees for shade (Appendix 1, page 29)
3
Cassia Sieberiana (Cassia tree), the cassia tree has
yellow blossoms, providing nectar for bees and other insects
which are useful for the pollination of the crops. Also the pods
can be fed to livestock. This is a intermediate fast growing
tree with a dense canopy for shade (Appendix page 1, 17).
4
Azadirachta Indica (Neem tree), the Neem tree is
often planted in gardens in Muthemba and provides a lot
of shade when managed well (which people have shown
to be skilled in). The seeds are used as a natural pesticide
(Appendix 1, page 14).
5
Acacia Thomasii Harms (Acacia tree), the acacia tree
is naturally grown and is common as a first successor in Tete.
The spiky thorns (2/3 cm) are used by birds to make nests.
The acacia trees are useful in the first stages to protect the
small trees from livestock, children who take them out or

Another advantage of having multiple trees in the first stage
is that the mass of greenery stays generally the same over
time. This is a crucial for protecting and marking the stream
against informal buildings. The tree mixture proposed in this
thesis contains different tree types of which it is uncertain
how they interact. It is important that before planting this
mixture of trees, understanding the succession of the stand
is essential, to be able to foresee how management (thinning
and trimming) should be carried out. In this thesis, four tools
of this approach are used that are adopted from Larsen (2010).

people who want to steal them. When the other trees are big
enough, the acacia trees can be replanted, used for building
material or used as a biofuel (Appendix 1, page 7).
Appendix 1 (p. 4) provides 33 tree species indicated in Tete,
with description, ecological preferences and use, that might
be useful in the future by different stakeholders when a tree
type has to be selected.

organic pesticides are already used like chilli and Neem-tree
seeds.
3
Preserving old trees, existing trees along the streams
should be preserved in order to promote development of the
younger trees and to create a stand with mixed ages and
species.
4
Species mixtures have many advantages in social
use (different fruit types and variety in shade intensity) but it
is also beneficial for ecosystems since different trees attract
different animals.

As shown in the diagram on the left (fig 4.51) tree sprouts
that are necessary for planting trees in the Muthemba are
obtained from the tree nursery in the Nhartanda valley (thesis
Rosanne Vlaar). The bushes currently present along the
streams protect the banks from eroding. To discourage open
defecation, these should be removed after the construction

1
Single tree management, active thinning of single
trees to promote the development of other trees. Here
thinning ‘from above’ is prescribed, which means dominating
or fast growing trees should be removed in order to promote
the growth of other, slower growing trees.
2
Use of native pesticides, in Tete several native and
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4.5		

Roads
1 km

1

7

6
8

3

4
9

2

5

1. Water from shower 2. Waste water

3. Wide road on slope

4. Uneven road on
sandstone

5. Waste water
causing erosion

6. Waste water
assembling on road

7. Waste water along
big road

8. Road in sandstone
landscape unit

9. Very narrow road
unaccessible for cars

[fig 4.52-4.62] Roads in relation to landscape units in Muthemba

The main users of the roads in Muthemba are pedestrians.
The inhabitants use the roads to walk between functions
within the district, for example to go to school, church,
markets or friends and family. Streets are narrower in places
where housing densities are high, and sometimes roads are
inaccessible for cars. According to Filipe (Appendix 4, p. 187),
the properties of the streets are under pressure, because
some people tend to build close to or on the roads because
it is the best option for them. Roads are also important for
transportation of goods, for example products coming from
the Nhartanda valley and going to the Kwachena market.
The roads have a crucial function for the urban metabolism
of Tete, since solid waste and faecal sludge are collected
and transported by truck. As discussed on page 58 the
municipality has plans to construct a treatment site for faecal
sludge 10 km from Muthemba. They have plans to collect the
faecal sludge with trucks over the roads. Nowadays some
places are already inaccessible for those trucks (fig 4.54 and
4.62), this means smaller tanks on wheels have to be used
which is inefficient. Most people living in Muthemba do not
own a car however in the future people may like one.
There is no sewerage system available in Muthemba, so the
wastewater from public - and private taps and showers flows
to the roads (photo 4.52, 4.53, 4.56, 4.57, 4.58 or coded photos
Appendix 4). This causing erosion, making the streets less
accessible for cars and it also leads to odour nuisance and
mosquito breeding. Some people complain that wastewater
from the neighbours is flowing to their properties (Appendix
6, p. 142, 177, 180, 202).
The main objectives for redesigning roads in Muthemba
are to 1) protect the roads against informal buildings 2)
prevent wastewater flowing on the streets. Alex (Boss of the
technical department of FIPAG) mentioned that inhabitants
of Muthemba approximately use 27.8 liter per person per
day. Since 36.000 people are living in Muthemba, this means
in total 1.008.445 liter is used and often ending up on the
streets or other public spaces (Appendix 6, p 250). This design
investigates if it is possible to reuse wastewater to grow trees
along the streets and other public spaces. Figure 4.63 shows
that full-grown trees use 600 l of water per day. In 2045, more
people will happen to live in Muthemba, using 2.216.640 litres
of water per day. If evaporation and infiltration are taken
into account at least 3700 trees can grow on readily available
wastewater. The trees are a tool for protecting public spaces,
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year

Roads in Muthemba have different width. Streets are
narrower in places where housing densities are high.
According to Filipe, the properties of the streets are
under presure, because housing densities increase.
Roads are important for transportation of goods
and people. The roads that are present in Muthemba
are important routes that appeared naturally, therefor they have innate quality. Most people living in
Muthemba do not own a car (source: interviews)
so they walk to markets, school and the city centre.
However, it is expected (page ....) that in the future,
more people will own a car. Furthermore, roads are
essential for faecal sludge and waste collection. Nowadays, there is no sewerage available in Muthemba.
Therefor, waste water flows from the showers and
private taps to the roads. This is causing erosion and
filthy circumstances.

[fig 4.63] Waste water reuse for trees that protect public spaces of Muthemba
to keep the same mass of greenery more trees should be
planted in the first stage, demanding more water (p. 104 and
105). Especially older trees are well cared for in Muthemba
because they provide shade and evapotranspiration,
protecting people from the arid climate (Appendix 4). This
section investigates how the water can be collected and made
available for trees. The scheme presented in figure 4.63 solely
serves as a tool for inspiration and activation; tree quantities
should be reconsidered with experts.
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[fig 4.64] plant for planet project

Project Name: Plant for planet project
Location: Brazil, US and China
Year: 2008
Initiators: German federal Minister for
Developement Dr. Gerd Müller and
Felix
Client/ Developer: UN
Description of the project: A global
campaign with the goal to plant a
billion trees world wide with schools
participating. Nowadays almost 16
million trees have been planted.
http://www.plant-for-the-planet.
org/en/treecounter/our-target
Project Name: Rightful landscape
Location: Zaatari camp, Jordan
Year: 2014
Landscape architect: Robert Kruijt
Client/ Developer: UNHCR
Description of the project:
Transformative approach in Master
thesis Landscape architecture.
Gardens fed by grey water
are successfully designed and
implemented to re-green refugee
camps in semi-desert areas.
(Kruijt, 2014)

[fig 4.65] wastewater gardens

[fig 4.66] cobble stone project

Project Name: Cobble stone project
Location: Lalibella, Ethiopia
Year: 2013
Client/ Developer: UN-Habitat
Managed by: Municipality
Description of the project: Urban
growth especially concentrates in
secondary cities in Ethiopia. Due to
this, municipalities have difficulties
to provide basic infrastructure.
Cobblestone paving creates jobs, is
not dependent on oil (asphalt does),
is cost effective compared to concrete
or asphalt, makes towns more
beautiful, have benefits for residents
and encourages tourism, is easy to
maintain and has a longer lifespan
than asphalt roads.
(MUDC, 2013)
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Project Name: Using scrap tires to
fight desertification
Location: Kuwait
Year: 2016
Researchers: (Al-Anzi et al, 2016)
Description of the project: The
authors of the article researched
if scrap tires could be used in
stead of the “Waterboxx’ to
harvest rain water/mist for
healthy tree growth. In Kuweit
the ever-growing tire dumpsters
lead to environmental problems,
in this way they can be used in
the advantage of environmental
quality.

Project Name: Gheralta Lodge
Location: Tigrai, Ethiopia
Year: 2005-2011
(Landscape) architects: Giuseppe
Tommasi and Alberto Ballestriero
Description of the project: The design
of the lodge is very well integrated
with its surroundings in colour, use
of materials and vegetation. The
lodge is self-sustainable. The water
from the roofs is collected along the
houses and to prevent immediate
evaporation stones are used to cover
the soil.
More information: Appendix 3, p. 77

2040

[fig 4.67] road interventions of
three different widths through time

[fig 4.68] rain water harvesting
with scrap tires

1

2

3
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[fig 4.69] rain water harvesting

[fig 4.70] Drain along road providing waste water for trees which protect the space against informal buildings

All roads are wide enough for two cars to pass and for a truck
to collect waste or faecal sludge. Not every road in Muthemba
is mapped, and also the width of the roads are variable. Three
general cross lay-outs are made depending on the amount of
space available on three locations in Muthemba (1, 2, 3 in fig
4.67). The cross sections presented on p. 109 correspond with
three roads in different landscape units that can be found on
page 106:
Layout 1 (p. 109): road typology 4 (fig 4.56)
Layout 2 (p. 109): road typology 3 (fig 4.55)
Layout 3 (p. 109): road typology 6 (fig 4.59)
These roads are important routes in Muthemba, leading to
the provincial road to the city centre and Moatize, but also
main functions within Muthemba such as Kwachena market,
schools, the Nhartanda valley, playgrounds and the district
office.
An important feature is the drain with trees on one or both
sides of the road. In this drain waste water is collected,
counteracting waste water on the streets. An experiment
with using waste water for greenery is done by Robert Kruijt.
The project is described on page 108 (fig 4.65). Altough this
reference proofs it is possible to use waste water for trees, a
test pilot is necessary to indicate whether it also succeeds
in waste water drains and the local circumstances of Tete
(inhabitants, climate, waste water characteristics etc.)
Granite stones are used to slow down evaporation to make

[fig 4.71] detail 1 (page 109) catchment for
solid waste in drains

more water available for the trees (fig 4.65 en 4.69).
During the rainy season rain water is collected in the drains
too. Water is provided to the trees year round, which is
benefitial for the health of the (newly planted) trees.
A reference study in Ethiopia (fig 4.66, p. 108) shows the
potential of using cobble stones for main routing through
developing cities, creating construction jobs and sustainable
roads. In Lalibella (Ethiopia), the roads were very important
for waste collection, public transport, tourism and
transportation.
The trees, drains and cobblestones are expected to protect the
roads from informal settlements. The protection of the roads
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is crucial for waste collection and transportation of goods
and people. Different methods are used to collect and reuse
wastewater for the protection of roads.
1.
Waste water is collected along the roads. The water
infiltrates in the soil which is a natural filter for the treatment
of water before it goes to the Nhartanda valley (Interview
with FIPAG, Appendix 6, p. 250)
2.
Trees benefit from the water for growth in the dry
season (figure 4.65)
3.
Gravel ensures less water evaporates and stimulates
infiltration of water in the soil (figure 4.65 and 4.69)
4.
Scrap tires promote tree development in the first
stages when used as ‘waterboxes’ (figure 4.68). This induces
waste recycling and increases efficient use of available water
resources. Further investigation is needed to see if this
concept works with wastewater as well. Otherwise the trees
could be planted just before or during the rainy season, so
rainwater can be harvested and stored in the scrap tires.
5. Catchment basins for solid waste (fig 4.71) and detail 1
can be integrated in the drains to catch solid wastes and
prevent them from flowing down stream. By concentrating
accumulation of solid wastes, it is easier to collect them by
the municipal workers (INE, women groups).
Other important aspects of this design are related to the
road’s surface and community involvement and maintenance
(page 111). The reference project shown in fig 4.66 on

page 108 shows that cobblestone can have an excellent role in
protecting roads and improving surface conditions. This increases
the durability of the roads because the impact of traffic on the
surface is minimized. Furthermore, the properties of the roads are
marked and therefor it is less likely people will build close or on
the streets. Community involvement in paving the streets and
planting the trees is important for the durability of the design
because it increases care for the public spaces (Duchhart, 2007).
As shown in reference 4.64 community involvement increases
responsibility and care for trees in public spaces. Community
involvement and education is further discussed on the following
page.

4.6		

Community involvement and education

Community involvement is one of the key factors for
implementing and maintenance of the landscape framework
proposed in this thesis. Duchhart (2007) researched
community based design and learning in Kenyan villages
to develop urban centres without negatively affecting the
environment. She observed that commitment from local
authorities and inhabitants was essential to achieve this
goal. Local action groups of motivated trainers signed up to
increase environmental care among inhabitants and taught
them how to manage certain interventions. The trainers
were asked to prepare their own innovative planning process
to take into account the local way of participating and
communicating. In Muthemba, community involvement can
be achieved through a number of channels stated on page 50:

care stated here. Which can only be achieved by collaboration
of all levels and stakeholders together with well organised
workshops and education programs. This should be further
elaborated by ARA Zambeze, the municipality and district
offices.

a.
Chiefs of the units (Muthemba has 18 units)
b.
Quarter chiefs (Muthemba has 145 quarters)
c.
Chiefs of 10 houses (all quaters are split in
areas with 10 houses of which one of the owners of a house is
chief)
d.
Community and religious leaders
All levels of administration are important in communicating
with and informing the inhabitants, but especially the quarter
chiefs (responsible for approximately 250 inhabitants) might
have a crucial role in forming action groups. ARA Zambeze,
municipality, agricultural organisation and other consultancy
are responsible for educating the action groups in the
construction, maintenance and planning of the landscape
interventions (Appendix 6.2, results of the group assignment
during workshop). The action groups are responsible for pilot
projects that demonstrate the potential and effectiveness of
certain landscape interventions. Feed back between action

created in agriculture (where primarily women are active) and
maintenance of public spaces and public toilets. This can add
to women’s (economic) independence.

groups, ARA Zambeze, Municipality and provincial officials
is crucial to improve the details and embeddedness of the
landscape interventions.
If landscape interventions are constructed and maintained
with the help of inhabitants, this has many advantages
for the quality of the public spaces on the long term.
According to Duchhart (2007, p. 186) graduate environmental
trainers claimed “that the course had changed their lives
– environment had become their way of living – They felt
they had acquired a common vision and mission and were
motivated to put this mission into affect.” Development,
construction and maintenance of the landscape interventions
proposed in this thesis aquire commitment and a sense of

Planting of trees, construction works and maintenance
provides jobs for inhabitants of Muthemba, lifting some
issues of unemployment. Raising awareness and educating
inhabitants on these topics will increase their self-resilience
of the least privileged. Nowadays some women groups are
responsible for collecting and disposing waste in public
spaces. They get a small salary from the municipality. For
women in particular, work and learning opportunities are

Actions to be considered in time are:
1. Creating action groups done by quarter chiefs and ARA
Zambeze
2. Finding inhabitants who are interested in constructing and
maintaining the interventions done by action group
3. Constructing pilot projects of the interventions done by
ARA Zambeze, action groups and inhabitants involved
4. Evaluating the pilot projects done by landscape architects
and ARA Zambeze
5. Redesigning the interventions for several places in
Muthemba done by landscape architects and action groups
6. Implementation the interventions on different places in
Muthemba done by inhabitants involved and action groups
After implementation of the interventions, maintenance and
evaluation of the designs is important. The activities are
- Checking and restoring the condition of the sand dam, toilet
building, horizontal flow bed, pavement and retaining walls
done by action groups and ARA Zambeze
- Cleaning the facilities done by inhabitants involved
- Collecting the faecal sludge done by the municipality and
inhabitants involved
- Analysing the water quality done by ARA Zambeze
- Analysing public space development done by action groups
and landscape architects
After implementation of the interventions, maintenance and
evaluation of the designs is important.
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4.7		

Landscape framework

The landscape framework proposed here, chooses to work
with and adapt to existing urban spaces in Muthemba. It
is argued that by applying landscape framework design
principles, an integrated green network can be created
that provides incentives for public care and facilitates
urban metabolism. Also the network is connected to other
ecosystems like the Nhartanda valley and Zambeze river.
Using existing public spaces, materials, trees and community
involvement is crucial for the believe, explained in my
philosophical worldview to research and design with great
respect to the cultural, historical, social and environmental
values of the area.
That informal settlements have inherent qualities may best be
described by means of informal settlements that are widely
known, such as European medieval city centres. In most
Dutch city centres, people use the same building techniques
and materials, resulting in similar types of housing with
slight differences in detailing. Due to this and the presence
of human scale and proportions, these urban designs have
inherent quality and balance in simplicity and spatial variety.
Today, the city centres inhabit many activities such as
working, exercising, shopping, going out and social gathering,
among others, for a wide range of users. It may be argued
that applying basic infrastructure is more challenging in
these areas, than in more hierarchical, planned urban areas.
Nevertheless, the spatial lay-out and identity of the place
is the reason why it attracts many (different) visitors after
all. Someone might argue that informal settlements have no
spatial order and way finding (for visitors) might be difficult,
however the feeling of chaos is subject to peoples cultural
background1, and (green) infrastructure might help to guide
wayfinding for visitors (figure 4.66).1
Figure 4.76 on page 116 illustrates how the proposed landscape
framework builds on guidelines from adaptive ecological
design (Czerniak & Hargreaves, 2007), the casco-approach
(Kerkstra, 1988) and landscape framework (North, 2017) 2
(page 71). The main lesson learned from these approaches
is that large-scale ecological structures are necessary for
sustainable development of an urban area. This landscape
framework improves the urban metabolism of Muthemba
because the public spaces are interconnected, improving
movement of urban resources. The landscape framework
should be understood as rigid on district scale size and form
1,2

yet flexible on the inside. Non-programming is important for
its perseverance over time, because people claim according
to their own wishes and needs, increasing a feeling of
responsibility and care. Impermanence also improves the
resilience of the landscape framework since interventions
within can be deconstructed, recycled and made available
for other places within the network that ultimately leads to a
favourable composition.
Small scale interventions within the framework support
the existing landscape systems and provide incentives for
public use like urban agriculture, pleasant micro climate
and social gathering. The typical designs of the public space
typologies provided on page 91, 101 and 109 are multifunctional
and therefor attract different users and activities triggering
responsibility among a great range of users. One of the
interventions is for example sand dams in the streams that
provide fertile sediments for urban agriculture during the dry
season, decrease flooding and have the potential to collect
solid wastes before the rain water goes to the Nhartanda
valley. The different landscape interventions are translated
to tools that can be applied to other locations in Muthemba.
Several requirements for the intended site are included
and conducted from different bodies of knowledge like
interviews, coded photos, document – and literature study.
The applicable sites of the public toilet intervention was taken
further together with participants of the workshop at ARA
Zambeze, leading to the suitability map illustrated in figure
4.75 on page 116.
The landscape framework serves to inspire and activate
different stakeholders in Tete to think about ecological
networks in informal settlements and its potential for urban
metabolism, which provides jobs, improved quality of
soil, water and air and an urban framework for the future.
Furthermore, by connecting the landscape framework
to other sites such as the Nhartanda valley and Zambezi
river and treatment site, large scale circular processes and
flows of urban resources can be established. This thesis
only treats a part of these patterns and processes, for a full
understanding of the potentials and landscape design of the
Nhartanda valley that improve natural resources, the thesis
of Rosanne Vlaar should be studied. The integrated landscape
design interconnects in- and outputs of urban resources and
ecological networks.

see page 116
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[fig 4.72] Landscape framework connecting different habitats in Tete

Urban metabolism
The aim to separate urban flows in Muthemba and improve
the basic infrastructure for collection and treatment
between the Nhartanda valley, new treatment site and
Muthemba is reflected in fig 4.73. The scheme presents the
opportunity of circular flows of resources in the city of Tete
to become more self-sustainable. Facilitated urban flows of
solid wastes, faecal sludge and wastewater take the wastes
to respectively the treatment site outside Muthemba
(semi-centralized treatment) or to a constructed wetland
in Muthemba. Nutrients from the faecal sludge will
be recycled to a fertilizer for urban agriculture in the
Nhartanda valley, which will provide food to inhabitants of
Tete. Some solid waste can be recycled like cement or glass
bottles and be reused by inhabitants of Tete. Wastewater
provides water for vegetation and when treated it can
be reused by the inhabitants of Tete. The trees can be
replaced if needed or if this is not possible cut for wood.
Tree nurseries present in the Nhartanda valley can provide
the tree samples needed for the green urban framework
(thesis Rosanne Vlaar, 2017). More public toilets, taps and
constructed wetlands are necessary in the future due to
population growth. The opposite counts for the amount
of trees, in order to protect the roads and streams against
informal buildings more trees are needed in the first stage
so the amount of mass stays the same over time.
Toolset
The toolset, presented on the next page, provides on
overview of the proposed interventions in Muthemba. The
interventions reflect most of the pre-conditions presented
on pages 80-83. An explanation per tool is provided in the
table accompanied with the site requirements. This toolset
can be used in other informal settlements with similar
landscape systems present. Naturally, a local landscape
analysis is necessary before implementing the tools to
other locations.

[fig 4.73] Diagram illustrating urban metabolism
of Muthemba in relation
to Nhartanda valley and
treatment site
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[fig 4.74] Tool set used in different public spaces typologies in Muthemba and can possibly be translated to other informal settlements
with similar landscape characteristics most interventions need close analysis of the local situation and should be implemented in
collaboration with (local) experts and engineers.

* site requirements water breaker: long bend radius of stream because
short bend radius has a great variation of flow velocity, therefore
other interventions are recommended like retaining walls (King, 2014)
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FOOTNOTES
1
Kevin Lynch (1977) researched legibility of space is
a factor that determines visual and functional quality
of public space. He explains, human beings learn from
environments and ordering elements in space could
provoke a feeling of satisfaction. Nevertheless chaos
leads to frustration, fear and disorientation. However,
the users of space in Muthemba are familiar to the
spatial organisation of informal settlements. In the
heart of this landscape framework lies a quotation
by Zmudzinska-Nowak (2003, p. 37): “The order of
space is a synthesis of humanistic values (such as:
knowledge of the surrounding environment, familiarity,
satisfaction, and pride in the space, intimacy, closeness,
trust in the nearest and dearest, and the sense of ties
with neighbors, a sense of security, identification
and identity) and morphological elements (such as
composition, sympolic and functional features). The
order of which we are speaking not only characterizes
space, but it also characterizes the relations between
people and the environment.” (Zmudzinska-Nowak,
2003)
As an example the Borneo-Sporenburg in Amsterdam
demonstrates that urban design does not acquire
rigid, predesigned master plans. The urban design of
the neighbourhood consists of guidelines and some
public space design elements like bridges, 11 metre
wide streets and quays overlooking the harbour basin.
(North, 2917) People inhabiting the area are allowed to
design their own house, conforming to some pre-set
guidelines. This results in a rich variety of architectural
styles reflecting people’s preferences. People are
allowed to plant the borders of the streets as they wish,
reflecting adaptable public space design and successful
transition from private to public space.

unused spaces

close to roads

close to busy places
enough space for
building and collection

[fig 4.75] suitability map for public toilets, taking into
account: unused spaces, close to roads for easy collection,
close to busy places since more people are present needing
toilet facilities, enough space for building and collecting
(workshop group assignment, Appendix 6.2) 3

2

multiple forms of organisation

4.8 toolset

The municipality of Tete has indicated that they are
planning to construct 7 public toilets in Muthemba.
On the suitability map (fig 4.75) , the most suitable
locations are indicated for public toilets. The criteria
for these locations are indicated in the table on this
page below ‘suitability’. The table has potential to be
used as a set of tools that can be used in other informal
settlements as well. A local landscape analysis is
essential before implementing a certain tool at other
locations.
3
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[fig 4.76] Landscape framework design guidelines (see p. 71 for explanation)

Discussion and recommendations
Further research

Decisions made during the research and design process in
this thesis have been subject to the ‘pragmatic’ research
approach (Lenzholzer et al., 2013). The central aim of this
research was to find solutions to urban wastes that pollute
the environment in and around informal settlements.
Theoretical knowledge and knowledge acquired in the case
study in Tete, Mozambique were combined to come up with
specific answers to generic problems. The interfaces of these
two bodies of knowledge is the main focus of discussion and
invitation to further research.
Indicating local landscape sustainability
Landscape sustainability indicators from research papers have
been linked to the coded interviews and photos. Positive
and negative indicators used in the photo-coding study led
to the conclusion that ‘brown and green agenda’ are not
balanced. The study led to a quantifiable indication, which
can be seen as hard evidence for unsustainable development
of the landscapes in Tete. This suits a pragmatic research
approach since proof is provided that expresses the necessity
of the interventions at hand. One may argue however, using
numbers should be done with more care and data to validate
the outcomes. The numbers are heavily dependent selected
photos and the researcher’s local knowledge of the indicators.
This research has tried to overcome this lack of scientific basis
by a random selection of photos and use of local knowledge
induced by field walks and interviews. Further research could
be done in 1) using positive and negative indicators 2) if
balancing human and brown agendas is crucial for sustainable
development 3) if the model can be used as a tool for decision
making in the green and brown agenda’s of governments.
Typical open space design and toolset
The typical open space, stream and roads on which the
landscape designs, tools and landscape framework is based
was useful to overcome difficulties in scale. One may state
that distinguishing all public spaces into three public space
typologies is insensitive to the variety of public spaces
present in Muthemba, especially in the context of informal
settlements. For example the width of the road varies a lot,
therefor the three road designs presented on page 108 are
difficult to implement. However, it should be considered to
replace artefacts along the roads to embed the landscape
framework to guarantee its functioning in the future (tool

1.2). The landscape interventions and tools represented
in these landscape designs (chapter 4) are translated to
a toolset that can be implemented in areas with similar
space-characteristics in sub-Saharan Africa. This approach
is different from place specific designs and might be blind to
the fallacies that may come about when trying to implement
the tools in the actual landscapes. However, it is difficult a
detailed design on the scale of Muthemba (36.000 inhabitants)
without generalizing some of the interventions, especially
due to the dynamics in the area. It overcomes deficiencies of
time during the design process and therefor feed-back can be
asked in an earlier stage from (local) experts and engineers on
the interventions. This helps to improve the quality and local
embeddedness of the interventions as well.
It might be interesting to conduct further research in
using typical space typologies in relation to landscape units,
since the landscape units provide ‘general’ insight in the
landscape characteristics of a locality.
Design guidelines and preconceptions
The design guidelines adopted from different scholars and
landscape architects, are generic but provided guidance for
landscape framework designs. It may be argued that the
guidelines can be interpreted in many ways and should, for
this reason be linked to other sources of knowledge. This
might be one of the missing links in the research and design
flow (fig 1.29). It would have been useful to improve the
correlation of the design guidelines with the case study.
This is partly overcome by the adding local preconditions
for the design obtained from the photo-coding study.
However, working with two design inputs that differ in
strategy and context is sometimes ineffective. Combining the
two judgements would be interesting for further research,
leading to place specific design guidelines on sustainable
development.
In researching the public spaces of informal settlements
in Tete, many subjects were the focus of attention: urban
metbolism, public space typologies, landscape systems,
time scales, ecology and more. The pragmatic approach is
subject to neglecting details of information in the bodies
of knowledge obtained. For example the study on the
background information in Muthemba provide many details
and input for design, however those are not well documented
or translated in design principles. Studying bodies of
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knowledge more into detail would provide accurate research
outputs that are very valuable for further studies. However,
this is not in line with the generic research research problem
proposed and research approach of this study.

Recommendations to ARA Zambeze
This chapter aims to answer the question that ARA Zambeze
posed in the first stage of the process. Furthermore, it is an
guidance for colleagues from ARA Zambeze, the municipality
in Tete, district offices and other parties to get the main
points from the results. Also, this chapter is critical towards
design decisions that ask for further investigation by experts
and engineers before considering implementation. More
recommendations can be found in the thesis written by
Rosanne Vlaar (2017). Together, they form a basis for new
land-use possibilities in the Nhartanda Valley and Muthemba
in Tete, Mozambique.
Landscape analysis
The landscape systems and units and study on vegetation in
Tete (chapter 1 and 2 and Appendix 1 and 2) can be used as a
basis for further research and design. It provides an overview
of the different landscape characteristics like soil, elevation,
vegetation, functions and settlements. Distinguishing the
landscape in layers and units makes it easier to get grip on the
landscape, and to communicate about it. Understanding the
landscape systems (also economical, social and governmental
aspects: chapter 1.2) is crucial to propose landscape
interventions that are integrated in the existing landscape.
Moreover, many lessons can be learned from the past e.g.
by investigating how the landscape changed over time with
Google Earth (p. 48). The results of the historical map analysis
are very brief and could be reconsidered on other scales
as well. More research can be done into vegetation types
and location (Appendix 1), social geography (chapter 2.4),
settlement typologies (chapter 1.3), public space typologies
(see: typical open space design on the previous page), rainand waste water drainage (p. 60 and 61), the public spaces
between Muthemba and the Nhartanda (Appendix 3) valley
and more. The chapters and pages indicated provide some
information on the topics.

Incentives to increase public responsibility
An incentive is an impuls that landscape interventions cause
that results in certain behaviour. For example, privacy, open
space and locations far away from settlements encourage
open defecation. Nowadays, the public spaces in Muthemba
are vulnerable to polluting activities. Incentives can help to
promote new types of land use that discourage unwanted
informal activities and improve the urban metabolism of the
district, e.g. urban agriculture, wastewater treatment, pocket
parks, and public toilets (chapter 4). These incentives are
summed up in the toolsets provided in this and Rosanne’s
thesis (p. 109). Still, some of the interventions presented
could trigger unwanted behaviour. For example Rudi van
Etteger argued planting bushes along the natural streams
might increase the feeling of privacy, leading to more open
defecation. Urban agriculture in the streams might discourage
open defecation and, the lower branches of the trees should
be trimmed, leading to more ‘eyes on the stream’. However,
a more in-depth analysis is required to prove this. Testing
the interventions in pilot cases is crucial for evaluating the
provoked behaviour.
Landscape framework and toolset
The landscape framework in this thesis is a tool for inspiration
and activation of other parties. The landscape framework is
not a master-plan, but mere an abstract representation of
the potential green infrastructure today and in the future.
Large scale networks and connectivity are important to
improve the urban metabolism and create resilient ecosystem
(services). Landscape framework design guidelines are
adopted from scientific theory. One of the design guidelines
is non-programming. Non-programming is necessary to
provide spaces for people to inhabit as they like. This is in
contrast with the ‘incentives approach’, mentioned earlier.
Informal settlements have a dynamic character and many
people depend on informal activities. Un-programmed spaces
are crucial for the quality of living in informal settlements
to provide social gathering, markets and other sources of
income. Places that do not provide incentives are open to
different future possibilities. Some may argue, this leads
to unwanted informal activities. It is stated here that the
landscape designs should trigger subtle direction to the
use of the public space. For example trees provide a nice
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microclimate for multiple activities but also protect the
space against informal buildings. Balancing the amount of
programming in public space is a difficult topic, especially in
informal settlements that asks further investigation.
Urban metabolism
This thesis builds on other projects done by ARA Zambeze in
cooperation with EEPLAN and WEconsult. EEPLAN studied
how sanitation facilities can be improved in informal
settlements in Tete and treating faecal sludge to a fertilizer.
This is linked to the concept of ‘urban metabolism’ used in
this report (p. 60). Public toilets, local waste water treatment

is to provide inspiration and alternative ideas to current use
of the landscape. The exact location of the interventions is
not set in stone, and should be reconsidered in discussions
with all stakeholders. This thesis acknowledges, induced
by ideas of Germain (ARA Zambeze) that long-term visions
and big goal setting is essential for this project to succeed
and find monetary funding. (Monetary) Help from other
organisations like NGO’s is necessary. The theses of Rosanne
and me have helped to raise funding by explaining the
problems and potentials at hand and provide a proposal
for landscape interventions. VIA-Water (supporting party)
critically reflected on the proposal, which helps to improve

and waste containers must be integrated in the public spaces
of Muthemba to stop pollution and save the Nhartanda valley
aquifer. The ambition of the municipality to construct 8
toilets in Muthemba is insufficient to raise the problem of
open defecation. This thesis thinks the study done by EEPLAN
is key in reconsidering the amount of toilets needed for
sustainable development. Interviews in Tete have identified
people often lack the capacity to construct a private toilet,
even financial help of the municipality. Public toilets can be a
sound alternative that can be financed with the same money.
Furthermore, the toilets can be placed at spots where faecal
sludge can be easily collected and be used by many people.
That public toilets are popular might be concluded from the
following statement from the Canongola school director that
‘people climb over the fence during the night to go to the
toilet located on the schoolyard’ (Appendix 6, p. 141).
Not only the points of collection are important,

the interventions.
1.
Planning and division of roles and responsibilities are
not really elaborated; an activity plan and general partnership
agreement needs to be defined in the inception phase.
2.
The risk analysis is meagre. There are performance
risks, health risks, risk of sand mining, risk of fires, risk of
illegal logging.
3.
Community involvement is key, VIA water proposes a
more interactive approach with very good expert guidance.
4.
Gender is not well elaborated and efforts should be
made to include gender aspects in all activities.
5.
The design of the public latrines and their
management need a lot of attention. VIA Water proposes
a focus on urine dividing toilets, since nitrate pollution is
mainly caused by urine. During the inception phase different
alternatives should be evaluated, together with community
members. The sanitation expertise will be well secured in the

also the roads are crucial for solid waste and faecal sludge
collection. This thesis argues the roads, streams and open
spaces should be protected from informal buildings by using
trees to mark the border of the roads and provide incentives
for public use. However, one may state that planting all trees
proposed in the landscape framework seems impossible,
which is true on the short term. Therefor, campaigns and the
help of NGO’s are necessary and the landscape plan should be
considered a goal for the future. Also, if trees are a sufficient
tool to protect the public spaces should be investigated
further in Muthemba.

team.

Implementation, VIA water and pilot projects
The ultimate goal of toolset proposed on page 112, 113 and 115

Document study, local analysis, interviews, field walks and
discussions with some colleagues at ARA Zambeze are the
main bodies of knowledge to design the tools reflected on
page 115. Cooperation between different disciplines and
stakeholders is important to find suitable solutions to the
socio-economical, governmental, cultural and environmental
context.
Pilot project might also be useful to facilitate cooperation
and evaluate the interventions. Pilot projects are well known
at ARA Zambeze (for example the treatment site for faecal
sludge).
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Conclusion
Sub-Saharan Africa has the highest urbanisation rate of the
world. It is expected, the urban population will be doubled by
2050. As a result 62% of the African population will be living
in informal settlements.

among others, have the ability to incorporate dynamics and
for this reason sustain over time. Its connective character also
allows to incorporate urban flows of waste leading improved
quality of soil, air and water.

In this thesis Muthemba, informal settlements in Tete, is used
as a case study. This district does not match the negative
image that newspapers often present in informal settlements.
Fresh water, electicity and a road system are present. Due to
mining businesses in Moatize (close to Tete) the district is
becoming denser, and the public spaces are under increasing
pressure. Moreover, more than 80% of the inhabitants do
not own a toilet, also solid waste is often not collected. This
is leading to pollution of the Nhartanda water aquifer that
provides drinking water to citizens in Tete. The municipality
lacks the capacity to manage the pubic spaces due to informal
activities and the inhabitants also do not feel responsible for
them. However, the wastes that manifest in the public spaces
of Muthemba, have the potential to become new resources.
The municipality has plans to construct a treatment site for
faecal sludge to produce fertilizers. This thesis states the
potential of urban resources and it is investigated how the
urban metabolism can be improved by making use of the
existing public spaces.

Trees along roads, streams and in pocket parks are the
basis for the landscape framework. The trees protect the
public spaces against informal buildings, provide a pleasant
micro climate for inhabitants and improve biodiversity (104,
105). Small scale interventions e.g. ‘water breakers’ harvest
rainwater and fertile sediments for urban agriculture in the
streams during the dry season. This provides incentives for
care and responsibility and counteracts open defecation.
The open spaces are transformed to pocket parks that
collect and treat waste water in constructed wetlands, and
provide sanitation facilities. More interventions are shown
in the typical public space designs (chapter 4). The toolbox
put forward interventions that have the potential to be
implemented in other informal settlements with similar
landscape systems.

The existing public spaces of Muthemba are distinguished
in three different typologies: open spaces, natural streams
and roads. This is done to overcome the scale of the
neighbourhood and invent landscape interventions that can
be applied to similar pubic space characteristics. All landscape
interventions are summarized in the toolset presented on
page 115. The discussion mentions that the division of public
space typologies, are from a Western point of view. Further
research could investigate the public space typologies from a
local perspective. This would probably improve the suitability
of the landscape interventions, maintenance and construction
structures.
It is argued, ‘uncontrolled’ urban growth cannot be solved
with conventional planning strategies and scholars ask urban
planners and designers to think about alternatives. Informal
settlements have innate qualities in human scale, unity in
materials and building heights and identity of the place.
Large-scale landscape frameworks proposed by Corner (2004),
Czerniak & Hargreaves (2007) and Kerkstra & Vrijlandt (1988)
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